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Part I



Conventions, Denitions and Basics 1 Conventions Used in This Article ˆ



small letters



j , mj ; l, ml ; s and ms are used for the normalized eigen values or quantum



numbers for both multi-particle systems as well as a single particle.



ˆ



whenever reference to multiparticle system is made, that argument would be true for a single particle having both spin as well as orbital angular momentum at the same time as well.



ˆ



capital letters are reserved for normalized operators.



ˆ



whenever operator is written without directional subscript, it is meant to be a vector operator.



ˆ



operators are normalized by and not



ˆ



j(j + 1)~. ~



~,



so for example the eigen value of



would be thrown, usually, into Bohr magneton



Lande-g factor for electron spin is written as written simply as the term



gl = 1



J2



g ≡ gj .



gs



would be



j(j + 1)



µB .



and that for a multi-particle atom its



Simply to complete the analogy, sometimes I might also use



a lande-g factor associated with orbital angular momentum.



2 Angular Momentum, Spin and Spinors In quantum mechanics, a state of denite angular momentum is dened as one which is rotationally invariant up to a complex phase factor. Phase factor is dened to be proportional to the angular momentum of such a state.



These denitions are simple generalization of



Hamiltonian/Langarangian formulations of classical mechanics. Principle of correspondence guarantees that as size of the system grows QM angular momentum becomes identical to the classical denition.



Three dierent angular momentum operators can be dened by



considering rotations around three Cartesian axises, for example. Rotation along any other axis can then be described using these three operators.



Moreover these three operators



together form a vector operator. This what we would usually refer to as angular momentum
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2: Angular Momentum, Spin and Spinors



operator. Please notice that angular momentum operator is a vector operator in the sense that if whole physical system is rotated in the 3D physical space while keeping the reference frame same (unit vectors of underlying 3D Euclidean space is kept same) then these three components of angular momentum operator would change just like the three components of usual Euclidean vector. To see mathematical and physical details refer to other articles on group theory and symmetries. A strange property that originates from the denition of angular momentum in quantum systems is that dierent components of it can only take discrete values from a given set. Also operators associated with dierent components do not commute. This tells us that one can not specify even two components of angular momentum simultaneously. At the same time total angular momentum operator computes with any component angular momentum operator. So quantum mechanics only allows us to specify the value of total angular momentum and one of its component and that denes the angular momentum state completely. Another strange thing to note is that the eigen value of the



2



operator, dened as



J.J = J operator J ≡ Jx x ˆ + Jy yˆ + Jz zˆ,



square of total angular momentum



with normal understanding of dot product extended to vector of a spin



j



particle would be



j(j + 1) and not j 2



as one might



expect semi- classically. To sum up, in a state of denite angular momentum, one can dene



j such that the eigen value of total angular momentum has a denite p p j(j + 1). Such a system would have total angular momentum of ~ j(j + 1). value of The state is 2j + 1 fold degenerate and one can dene another quantum number mj which species the value of the z -component of angular momentum. mj can vary from −j to +j in the jumps of 1. And the value of z -component of angular momentum in any of these states would be ~mj . a quantum number



Any elementary particle can have a characteristic intrinsic angular momentum, called



spin, apart from its charge, and rest mass. Just like one can not reason for the existence of charge and mass one can not reason for the existence of spin (at least in non-relativistic classical and quantum mechanics). Its better be taken as a fundamental property of elementary particles. Associated



j



is called the



spin of the particle. Spins can either be half integers or



integers. Electrons are known to be spin 1/2 particles. Strangely enough spins are associated with the Fermionic (half integers) and Bosonic (integers) character of particles which can be



1



proved in Dirac's relativistic quantum mechanics .



1 As a small diversion, note that magnetism is



fundamentally a relativistic concept.



Had the clas-



sical electromagnetics (in relation to relativity not quantum) not been relativistically invariant we would never had a correct understanding of magnetism (in bulk not quantum dimensions). Stated another way, magnetic eld is simply a relativistic transformation of electric eld  electric eld in moving reference frame
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2: Angular Momentum, Spin and Spinors



" Pauli sigma matrices are dened for spin half particles as



"



0 −i i 0



#



" and



σz =



1 0 0 −1



2



.



,



σy =



Mathematically, Pauli sigma matrices have their own



2×2



traceless Hermitian



. Physical signicance of these matrices can be understood in following manner.



Suppose we choose any one particular direction as our tor representing angular momentum along



Jz



#



#



signicance. They are complete set of basis matrices for the set of matrices



σx =



0 1 1 0



z



z



direction.



Let



Jz



be the opera-



direction. Let us choose the eigen vectors of



as our basis. Then the matrix representations for three component of angular momen-



tum (spin part) operators would be, as we would see in details in the following discussion,



Sx,y,x = σx,y,z ~/2



. Specically, note the factor of



1/2



in these conventional denitions.



State representation of system, including the amplitudes of being in dierent spin states along any particular axis (usually



z ),



is called



spinor representation (basically a direct



2s + 1 elements representing amplitudes of along z direction). Again note that specifying



product of space wavefunction and a column of being in nding certain angular momentum one component (x,



y



or



z)



is all that quantum mechanics allows. Pauli matrices and spin



matrices are matrix representations of operators that operate on the spin part of the direct product state.



Creation/raising and annihilation/lowering operators are dened as



iSy



3



. These are also known as



S± = Sx ±



ladder operators. Use of raising and lowering operators is



very handy way of understanding the absorption of electromagnetic waves when a constant magnetic eld is applied say along



z direction and a plane wave propagating along z direction



is incident. These operators very elegantly explains that the waves would not be absorbed if the ac magnetic eld is polarized along appears as magnetic eld.



quantum mechanics.



z



direction. We would see these details latter on.



We would also see latter that the magnetization of bulk material



also needs



A classical theory (with respect to quantum) would predict zero thermal equilibrium



magnetization for any solid.



2 One can easily convince oneself that such a set of matrices has only three degrees of freedom and, hence,



any fourth linearly independent traceless Hermitian matrix does not exist. These are generators of the lie algebra of



SU (2)



in



2×2



matrix representation.



3 Please notice that angular momentum operator is a vector operator in the sense that if whole system



is rotated in the 3D physical space while keeping the reference frame same (unit vectors of underlying 3D Euclidean space is kept same) then these three components of angular momentum operator would change just like the three components of usual Euclidean vector.



Now



S±



are simply the components of vector



angular momentum operator along complex spherical unit vectors. In other words we are just doing change of basis of the underlying Euclidean 3D vector space from the basis standard Cartesian unit vectors to the basis of complex spherical unit vectors.
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3 Magnetic Dipole Moment, Gyromagnetic Ratio, Bohr Magneton, Lande-g-Factor and Larmor Precession 3.1 Magnetic Dipole Moment In classical electromagnetism, magnetic dipole moment is associated with innitesimally small current loop as



µ = |I|ds with right hand rule convention.



Microscopically, dipole mo-



ment associated with macroscopic magnets originates from these small current loops only. Classically, these magnetic dipoles gain energy when rotated in magnetic eld (path independent work against torque can be described as a potential energy function). is given as



ator



µ



µ.B .



Energy



In quantum mechanics we dene magnetic dipole moment oper-



(again a vector operator) so that



H = µ.B



should be the perturbation



Hamiltonian when a small 4 magnetic eld is applied.



3.2 Gyromagnetic Ratio, Bohr Magneton and Lande-g-Factor Whenever charged particles have nite mass, dipole moment would always be associated with angular momentum as well.



Einstein-de Hass eect shows that the process of



magnetization creates macroscopic angular momentum in the body for the conservation of angular momentum. Reverse eect known as



Barnett eect can be used to magnetize a ma-



terial by macroscopic rotation of body. So whenever magnetism is associated with charged particles having non-zero mass, particles would have angular momentum as well. Classically angular momentum and magnetic dipole moment should be parallel (or anti-parallel) and proportional and the energy should be given as



µ.B .



Turns out that even in quantum



mechanics  for almost all system5  if one writes the Hamiltonian in the same form as



H = µ.B



then dipole moment operator so dened would be proportional



and parallel (or anti-parallel) to angular momentum operator. Let us look at the validity of above statement.



The dynamics of spins in magnetic



eld can only be explained properly in relativistic quantum mechanics. Whereas dynamics of orbital angular momentum can easily be explained from principles of non-relativistic



4 Small  because we don't want the orbital angular momentum of the state to change due to applied magnetic eld  a second order eect which can be interpreted as change in energy due to change in dipole moment itself as we would see latter.



5 This statement is true, as we would see latter in details, i) for most commonly encountered multiparticle



systems (elaborated below), ii) single particle having only spin angular momentum, or iii) single particle having only orbital angular momentum.
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3.2



Gyromagnetic Ratio, Bohr Magneton and Lande-g-Factor



quantum mechanics. Hence, in this article I would treat the spin Hamiltonian



H = γ~S.B



(for only spins) as something like a fundamental force law dening how spin responds to a magnetic eld.



I can not give any justication for this Hamiltonian in this article.



would take me too far from the topic.



Here



γ



It



is a particle dependent constant known as



gyromagnetic ratio. Now using the denition of magnetic dipole moment, given above, one can immediately justify the relationship



µs = γ~S



for particles having only spin angular



momentum. In relativistic quantum mechanics one should be able to obtain this Hamiltonian from more fundamental physics. As we would see below, for only orbital angular momentum or for certain type of multiparticle systems, one obtains, staying within non-relativistic quantum mechanics, exactly similar Hamiltonian



H = γ~J.B .



dependent constant known as



This leads us to write



µj = γ~J , where again, γ



is a system



gyromagnetic ratio. This assertion we would prove latter



on. For the time being let us assume that in most cases angular momentum and magnetic dipole moment are parallel and proportional even in quantum mechanics.



As mentioned above, gyromagnetic ratio is dened as a system dependent constant in the proportionality relation



µ = γ~J



(remember in our conventions



J



is normal-



ized). Let us look into orbital angular momentum only for a minute. Classically, an orbiting electron (without spin) would have a magnetic dipole moment of (one can straightforwardly calculate the value of



γclassical



from Newtonian mechanics and



Maxwell magnetostatics, which I am not doing here). Now we



e~ =− 2m



µB = γclassical ~ as γclassical ~ as



−23



≈ 10



in SI units.



µclassical = γclassical ~L



dene Bohr magneton as



Its good to treat Bohr magneton dened



a unit of dipole moment for comparison purposes.



One should



remember that Bohr magneton is a classical number. But at the end classical theory doesn't work. It just gives good orders of magnitudes for comparison purposes. For example, semi-classically, if the angular momentum along an axis is the magnetic moment along that axis to be



µB mj .



mj



then we would expect



It turns out in quantum mechanics (as



we would see latter) that this number is, usually, proportional to actual (quantum) value of



µ. This constant γ = gγclassical .



of proportionality is called electron



Lande-g factor



gs



or



gl



or



gj .



Hence



Specically for the case of only orbital angular momentum, that we are discussing, classical result is exactly correct and



gl = 1.



This we would prove explicitly in next section. Now



for spin angular momentum only, one can again model it classically as a spinning top. In this model, one would argue,



µclassical = γclassical ~S= µB S .



It turns out that this number is



incorrect only by roughly a factor of 2. Dirac's relativistic quantum mechanics can be used
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3.2



Gyromagnetic Ratio, Bohr Magneton and Lande-g-Factor



to show that for a single electron



gs ≈ 2.003... to a very high degree of accuracy.



For a multi-



particle system, for most commonly known systems and atoms, above correlation between classical and quantum models still hold (as we would prove latter) and can be obtained from simple non-relativistic quantum mechanics.



tems with



j 6= 0



or for multi-particle systems with



gj = 23 + 12 ( s(s+1)−l(l+1) ) j(j+1)



For multi-particle sys-



j = 0



but



l = 0



and



s = 0



as well, above statement would still be true. Only complicated systems are the multi-particle systems with



j =0



but



s 6= 0



and



l 6= 0.



Such systems, as we would



see are diamagnetic and I am not sure how to dene a quantum mechanical magnetic dipole



6



moment operator for such systems . Following are the main conclusions :-



ˆ



Classical mechanics claims that angular momentum and magnetic dipole moment are proportional. Constant is called



ˆ



denition of



µB



(which should be



γclassical ).



QM tells us that one can have any amount of angular momentum. So, semi-classical correction would be



ˆ



1, classical mechanics assigns a magnetic equal to= γclassical ~ and that is taken as the



For a system having an angular momentum of dipole moment of



ˆ



γclassical ~.



µ = µB J .



Second correction is that With



gs ≈ 2, gl = 1



and



γclassical is wrong so actually µ = µB gj J . ). gj = 23 + 21 ( s(s+1)−l(l+1) j(j+1)



Hence



γ = gγclassical .



ˆ Using all these concepts one see that we can dene magnetic dipole moment operator as



µ = µB (gl L + gs S) which can be written as gj µB J (which denes Lande-gj factor) whenever j = 6 0 or if j = 0 the l = 0 and s = 0 as well. Note that additivity of magnetic dipole moment follows from additivity of angular momentum.



So rst statement is trivial.



gj from gj as we



Second statement is denition of



which one can obtain the above stated complicated looking expression for would see latter.



6 If at all dipole moment is dened by extending the exact same denition for all other systems then dipole moment would change even with the small magnetic eld and that explains the diamagnetic behavior.
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3.3 Larmor Velocity, Precession and Magnetic Resonances 3.3.1



Quantum and Classical Pictures



Due to gyromagnetic ratio, classically, a magnetic dipole moment initially tilted at some angle to magnetic eld would precess at same angle with Larmor angular velocity of



ωL = γB .



Note that classical mechanics (without friction) does not predict a change in angle as opposed to more naive understanding.



In classical mechanics one needs to include some sort of



friction (energy loss processes) to understand the lining-up of dipoles with magnetic eld with progression of time. Similarly, in quantum mechanics, one needs quantum mechanical understanding of energy-exchange processes to explain the line-up of magnetic dipoles with magnetic eld. Note that classical imagination of spin as a angular momentum vector pointing in certain



7



direction is sometimes helpful but is very deceptive as well . One should keep in mind that any two components of angular momentum, in quantum mechanics, do not commute. Hence it is not possible to specify any two components simultaneously. in



| + 1/2i



state (with respect to



z



For example, if electron



direction) then that does not mean that the value of



x



component of angular momentum is zero. In fact it does not even have a well dened value. So drawing an angular momentum vector in certain direction to represent a state, in strict sense of quantum mechanics, is factually wrong. This vector can be drawn only in quantum ensemble average sense. In the example considered above, quantum ensemble expectation value of



Jx



would be zero.



Hence, the classical imagination of spin as an angular



momentum vector pointing in certain direction is valid only when we are talking about quantum ensemble averages. Best way to specify these things mathematically is to use raising and lowering operators dened in previous section. Flipping around the denitions of ladder operators one can write



1 Jx = (J+ + J− ) 2 and



Jy = 7 Chemistry text books often show the various



1 (J+ − J− ) 2i |s, ms i



states as extremely misleading cones around z-axis!



The cone should not be interpreted as precession or gyrating motion with time. Rather it should be seen as uncertainty or cloud of angular momentum vector.
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8



Raising and lowering operators, as their names suggest, can be shown to obey



J+ |j, mi =



p j(j + 1) − m(m + 1)|j, m + 1i



J− |j, mi =



p



j(j + 1) − m(m − 1)|j, m − 1i



j = 1/2 and m = 1/2 then operation of J+ on such a state would give zero and operation of J− would give | 21 , − 12 i. Hence operation 1 1 1 of Jx on such a state would give | , − i. Which means that this is not an eigen state of Jx . 2 2 2 It also means that the expectation value of Jx for this state of the system is zero as discussed As an example, if we consider a two level system with



above. To gain some more intuition let us calculate the eigen states of of



Jz



Jx



in terms of eigen states



for a two level system. One rst calculates that in the basis of eigen states of



half particle) the matrix representation of



Jx would



1 0 1 Jx = 2 1 0



Jz



(spin



be







Similarly,



1 0 −i Jy = 2 i 0 Note that these matrices are exactly the spin matrices (2 times the Pauli sigma matrices) discussed before. The eigen states of



Jx



are now simply calculated as



√ 2 √ 2 and



√ − 2 √ 2



obviously with eigen values of



1



Above calculation shows of



| + zi



and



| − zi







−1 respectively. that | + xi state can and



be written as linear combination



state, a fact that is dicult to be justied classically. Let us



8 If you want to prove these to yourself, start with the denitions of use the commutation relation



[Ji , Jj ]



J± given



in previous section and then



given in group theory article (which are more elegant but completely



equivalent alternative of dening angular momentum operators ) together with the fact that eigen state of



|j, mj iare



the



Jz .
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take one more example to make things absolutely clear. If the quantum state of the system



1 1 is √ | + zi + √ | − zi then the operation of 2 2



Jx



on this state would give



Hence the quantum ensemble expectation value of



Jx



in this state is



1 √ | + zi + 2√1 2 | − zi. 2 2



1 . And that means 2



that, in the above discussed quantum ensemble average sense, the projection of the angular momentum vector on with the 3.3.2



x



x−y



plane would make an angle of



45



degrees



axis.



Coherent, Incoherent Precession and Thermal Magnetization



Classically, a spin half particle with angular momentum vector tilted at some angle with the static magnetic eld direction should precess around that direction. Let us see how is this motion is explained quantum mechanically. Think of an applied magnetic eld in



z



direction which splits the spin degenerate energy



levels. Magnetic eld here is simply a tool to help imagination, even zero magnetic eld and zero spin splitting would not disturb anything discussed here.



Let us assume that initial



state is prepared in some linear combination of spin up and spin down state. What it means is that the expectation value dictates that angular momentum vector (within the ensemble averaged interpretation discussed above) is tilted at some angle from



z



direction.



Exact



coecients of the linear combination would also determine the angle that the projection of angular momentum vector on



xy



plane makes with



x



axis. As the system evolves in time,



quantum mechanically system state would oscillate between linear-combination state to



z



angular momentum eigen state -



momentum eigen state -|



− 1/2i



| + 1/2i



to→ linear-combination state to



state and then back to



→



→z



→



angular



linear-combination state.



The



expectation value of energy has to remain same (no energy loss processes) and hence we expect that the quantum ensemble average value of



z



component of



angular momentum (which is related to energy in presence of magnetic eld) would remain same at dierent instances of times and hence the tilt of vector would remain same with time. If one calculates the average value of



Jx



and hence the



value of the angle that the projection of angular momentum vector (which makes sense only in ensemble averages) on



xy



linearly changes with time.



plane makes with



x



axis, then one would see that this angle



This is quantum picture of precession. I would refer this as



coherent precession because the linear combination evolves in time in a coherent fashion One should not



 without losing phase information of the linear superimposition state.



read two much into this classical terminology because



x



and



y



components of



angular momentum are anyway not well dened and in any case (coherent or Mukul Agrawal
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incoherent) direction of angular momentum vector is only dened in (quantum ensemble) average sense. Best way to resolve this diculty is to understand that at each instant of time one can dene ensemble average. And, hence, coherent precession means that the quantum ensemble average at time time



t.



t + δt



can be exactly calculated from that at



That means classical precession is smooth without loss of phase information.



On the other hand if the two coecients of liner superimposition do not vary coherently or smoothly with time, then it means that the classical precession is not smooth  the initial phase information is not conserved with time.



I would call it  incoherent



precession. Let us now add many particles to our system and start considering a



statistical en-



semble in addition to quantum ensemble. For example, let us now discuss the thermal equilibrium case. First point to understand is that in this case place.



energy exchange does take



Hence tilt (in quantum ensemble average sense) changes with time until thermal



equilibrium is reached where no net energy exchange happens. Thermal equilibrium only denes the relative populations of two energy states and does not say anything about the phase of two coecients. Hence, phase gets completely randomized (now I am talking about statistical ensemble not the quantum ensemble). One should think about a statistical ensemble as a set of systems where each copy is in equilibrium with same heat bath (time is imagined to be frozen, and dierent states of system is picked to be from those possible under thermal equilibrium). Dierent copies would have same tilt but the



x



and



y



com-



ponents of angular momenta would have uniform distribution among dierent copies. Now an important point in argument comes in.



Since each copy has same tilt one might



naively claim that the net angular momentum vector (associated with complete statistical ensemble) would have the same tilt. But that's not true. Remember that



x



and



y



components are completely randomized and hence their statistical



ensemble average is zero. Hence the angular momentum vector would simply point along



z



axis and it amplitude would be same as the projection of the quan-



tum ensemble angular momentum vector associated with each copy on



z



axis.



That is - the tilt in any one copy of statistical ensemble would now represent the population distribution in up and down states in entire ensemble. Usually we do not talk about time evolution when studying thermal equilibrium system. But if one does want to know how each individual copy of the system is behaving in time then one would notice that system changes become arbitrary and discrete (on an average it keeps the tilt and xy distribution constant). Such a motion we would call as incoherent precession.
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If such a system is perturbed from the equilibrium and we want to study non-equilibrium statistical mechanics then the



complete quantum derivation of time evolution of



system becomes unnecessarily complicated (equivalent to solving reduced density matrix equation or Von-Neumann equation). Rather, one can intuitively write so called rate-equations (or Bloch Equations as popularly known in this eld) to study the evolution of populations or probabilities instead of exact wavefunction as we would see latter. 3.3.3



Magnetic Resonances (ESR/NMR), Relaxation Times, Spin Echoes and Bloch Equations (Rate Equations)



In this section I would mostly discuss the ESR (Electron Spin Resonance), also known as EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance), and NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance).



We



would also discuss ENDOR (Electron-Nuclear Double Resonance). Resonances are observed as a consequence of discrete energy spectra of spin systems under a static magnetic eld. Under thermal equilibrium dierent energy states would be populated as described by the Boltzmann factor. Whereas the net angular momentum vector points in the direction of static magnetic eld. Quantum mechanically one would expect that if an electromagnetic waves, corresponding to various energy gaps, is shined on this sample one might be able to see very strong absorption. If one looks at the interaction Hamiltonian one would realize the absorption rates would be most signicant if the polarization of the wave is such that the RF magnetic eld is perpendicular to the static magnetic eld. Classically this very easy to argue as the torque needed to ip the spin would be most eective in



9



this case .



Note that the contribution of emission and absorption of microwave photons



to bring the system into equilibrium is negligible. System comes into equilibrium through dominant interactions with lattice known as



spin-lattice relaxation (mostly optical phonon



processes). Even these processes in general are fairly slow. So a excess spin concentration would take a fairly long time to settle down to thermal equilibrium distribution. These rates can also be encoded as a lifetime constant known as



T1 time



or spin-lattice relaxation



time or longitudinal relaxation time. One might naively believe that fairly long relaxation time might make the experiments simpler.



In most cases its the other way round.



Suppose we want to see the resonant



9 For those readers who are acquainted with basic quantum optics, these transition rates only describe stimulated emission and absorption processes. Usually the spontaneous emission rates are extremely small and are always neglected. This also tells us that these rates would be proportional to the photon ux and hence to the square of the RF magnetic eld amplitude.
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absorption of the microwaves. If the microwave intensity is kept very low then one may not be able to detect absorption at all.



Hence intensity of microwaves has to be substantial.



Now at high RF magnetic elds, the magnetic eld induced transition rates are substantial. One can easily convince oneself that if the thermal relaxation rates are very slow then magnetic eld would simply equate the population of all levels and the system would quickly become transparent to the microwaves.



Hence, to observe this resonant absorption,



keeping in mind that spin-lattice relaxation is usually slow, one needs a careful adjustment of intensity of RF eld so that material don't become transparent at the same time to keep the signal strength high enough so that one can still detect absorption. The



T1



time determines the microwave stimulated transition rates or the strength of ab-



sorption or the amplitude of absorption peak. One can usually dene another time constant, commonly known



as



T2 time



or the transverse relaxation time or the phase relax-



ation time, that determines the width of the resonance peak. As we know from quantum optics that this kind of width can be very fundamental (known as homogeneous linewidth) or it can be due to some sort of inhomogeneity in the system (known as inhomogeneous linewidth). As I claimed earlier, usually the spontaneous emission rates in such systems are quite small. In other words the coupling between the microwaves (vacuum photons) and the system is extremely low. Which means that the homogeneous linewidth quite sharp. Hence, what we observe in experiments is almost always limited by some sort of inhomogeneity in the system.



For example if the static magnetic eld is not homogeneous across the sam-



ple then the energy splitting would be slightly dierent at dierent places of the sample and hence the absorption would happen at dierent frequencies in dierent regions. This would give an inhomogeneous linewidth in the observed results.



Another common reason



for inhomogeneous linewidth is due to spin-spin interaction. When we apply a static magnetic eld, the statistical ensemble average magnetization vector points in the direction of magnetic eld. But dierent atoms would in general have dierent orientation of quantum ensemble magnetization vector. As time passes by these vectors precesses around the static magnetic eld. If neighboring spin interacts one can easily visualize that dierent regions of sample would have dierent interactions going on. This changes the resonance frequencies associated with precession. Hence the initial phase information is lost (precession speed and hence nal angle can not solely be predicted by initial angle and static magnetic eld). This relaxation is known as



T2



relaxation or phase relaxation. Since



x- y



component of angular



momentum is what is aected by this its also known as transverse relaxation time.
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T2



relaxation time is very small then the linewidth would become very broad.



As the



total absorption intensity remains same (that depends on number of spins, spin-up vs down populations and number of photons), the height of absorption line would reduce. So it might be really dicult to observe the spectrum. To better appreciate the meaning of transverse relaxation, let us consider an example. Let the static magnetic eld be in



z



direction. Then in thermal equilibrium the statistical



ensemble average magnetization vector would point in points at dierent directions there is a  net



z



z



direction. Although dierent pieces



polarization. Now let us apply a small



π/2



pulse of resonant RF magnetic eld perpendicular to static eld. Let us assume that this rotates the magnetization vector to a  net magnetization along



y



y



axis (in rotating reference frame). Note that there is



direction but dierent pieces point at dierent directions. If



we let the system evolve in time under the inuence of only static magnetic eld what will happen? First of all let us ignore both the spin-lattice interaction as well as the spin-spin interactions. In laboratory reference frame, the  net average magnetization vector would simply precess in



xy



plane remaining perpendicular to



z



axis all the time. If we consider



system would exchange energy



the spin-lattice relaxation then we known that spin



with the bath and slowly the  net magnetization vector would again move parallel to the



z



axis with a time constant of



T1 .



If we now allow spin-spin interaction but remove the



spin-lattice interaction then what would happen? The  net magnetization vector that was pointing along



y



(still dierent components were pointing at dierent directions) would get



randomized and become zero with a time constant of interaction dierent components would precess in



xy



T2 .



Note that because of spin-spin



plane at dierent speeds. And hence



after long time direction of the quantum ensemble magnetization vector associated with dierent pieces would get uniformly distributed and hence the  net magnetization would be zero.



This is the reason why this is known as transverse relaxation time.



There is a very interesting related phenomenon known as



spin echo. Spin Echo mea-



surement is used to eliminate the eect of static magnetic eld inhomogeneity from the



T2 measurement and only measure the randomization eects of spin-spin interactions. One rst applies π/2 pulse (negligibly small time compared to τ ) and then wait for τ time. The magnetization vector would freely precess in the xy plane showing a very spiky induced emf spectrum around the precession frequency. The strength of induced emf would be noticed to reduce as time passes by due to



T2



relaxation (due to both spin-spin interactions as well



as magnetic eld inhomogeneity). Then one applies a



π



pulse. If one keeps on measuring



strength of induced emf at all times then one would notice that at



2τ
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spike in the induced emf strength. But the amplitude of this new spike is smaller then the previous one. This cycle keeps on repeating. The decay of the strength of the spikes is due to spin-spin interaction only. Spin echo measurements might not be very important in modern days when the magnets are really good.



4 Symmetries, Degeneracies, Commutation and Compatible Operators In quantum mechanics, if



[H, J] = 0 which explicitly means that



[H, Jz ] = [H, Jx ] = [H, Jy ] = 0 system is rotationally symmetric. One can



then we say that Hamiltonian or the the



easily show that above condition also implies that



[H, J 2 ] = 0 In simpler systems (for example when no spins are involved) a straight forward way of identifying rotational symmetry is to note whether



V (r, θ, φ) = V (r)



or not. In such simple



systems, Hamiltonian can be completely written in Cartesian co-ordinates. So for rotational symmetry, dierent terms in Hamiltonian should either be independent of rotational coordinates or should be such that each term commutes with would happen if identied as



V (r, θ, φ) = V (r)



Jz ,



for example. Such a thing



since the kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian can be



J 2 operator within some scaling factors and this operator commutes with Jz .



For



systems which have spin interactions, Hamiltonian would generally be written with the help of Pauli sigma matrices. Then one needs to explicitly check whether spin term commutes with angular momentum operators or not. In rotationally symmetric systems - jz ,



jx , jy



as well as



j(j +1) would remain conserved



as system involves in time. Let us also quickly explore some results of commutating operator algebra. We know that one should always be able to nd a complete set of commutating operators. Such set is called a



complete set of compatible operators (CSCO in short). One can choose the common
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eigen vectors of such a set and that set would be a complete orthonormal basis of the Hilbert



A forms a complete set of compatible operators. Then what it means is that the eigen vectors of A should be able to lift all degeneracies of H . Meaning that each eigen sub space of H can be spanned by a few eigen vectors of A. space. Suppose



H



and



Now let us come to degeneracies. Note that classically if a system has same total angular momentum but dierent orientations of this momentum then we would claim that all these orientations would have same energy (obviously if space is rotationally symmetric). Hence energy should change if the total angular momentum changes but should remain same if orientation changes. As it turns out, this is true in quantum mechanics as well. This means that while there are energy degeneracies across dierent values of rotationally symmetric systems, dierent values of energy.



j



eigen sub-spaces of values of



A



H



A



for a given value of



[H, A] = 0



in



identies some



might be able to span some parts of the



but that does not necessarily mean that dierent eigen



would represent states with same energy. For example, in rotationally



[H, J 2 ] = 0 but that does not mean that dierent values of j degeneracies. Whereas [H, Jz ] = 0 does represent energy degeneracies.



symmetric systems energy



j



does not necessarily correspond to same



General conclusion is that, though, relations like



sort of symmetry and eigen vectors of



jz



represent



In quantum mechanics, energy degeneracies are justied using ladder (creation and annihilation) operators.



5 Multiparticle Atomic Systems and Hund's Rules 5.1 Angular Momenta in Multiparticle Atomic Systems 5.1.1



Single Particle System



Let us rst consider a single particle Hamiltonian, for example, a single electron revolving around a massive nucleus.



In this section we would neglect spin orbit coupling.



Hamiltonian only consists of kinetic energy term and the rotationally symmetric Coulomb potential term.



Since the entire Hamiltonian is rotationally symmetric, the states with



denite quantum number commutes).



j



would also be the states of denite energy (H and



Moreover, Hamiltonian is spin independent (HS



and



L should commute (alternatively, one can explicitly write the Hamiltonian and see that HL = LH ) as well. Considering single component of these operators, [H, Jz ] = [H, Sz ] = [H, Lz ] = 0. Using ladder operators one can then resolve commutes). This tells us that



H



= SH



J = L+S hence H and S



and
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s) would all have the same energy irrespective of ml (mj or ms ). For a single electron system s is xed. Since Hamiltonian is spin independent, corresponding to each l , dierent values of ms would also P have same energies. So total degeneracy would be (2l + 1)(2s + 1) = j (2j + 1). So we conclude that l, s, ml and ms gives good quantum numbers to enlist the states (out of which l and s are xed). Alternatively, one can use j and mj . This explains why px , py and pz are energy degenerate. These are degeneracy across ml for a given value of l . One can dene raising and lowering operators L± that increases or decreases ml . Let us consider a single electron in 2p orbitals. j = 3/2 or 1/2 and hence mj = −3/2, −1/2, 1/2, 3/2 or mj = −1/2, 1/2. Same degeneracy is obtained if we think from ml and ms point of view. These angular momentum states can be written as linear superposition of denite |ml , ms i states as follows:-



energy degeneracies. So the states of denite quantum number



l



(also



j



or



√ |3/2, −3/2 >= |1, −1, ↓>= (|Px − iPy , ↓>)/ 2 p √ √ √ |3/2, −1/2 >= (|1, −1, ↑> + 2|1, 0, ↓>)/ 3 = (|Px − iPy , ↑>)/ 6 + 2/3|Pz , ↓> p √ √ √ |3/2, 1/2 >= (|1, 1, ↓> + 2|1, 0, ↑>)/ 3 = −(|Px + iPy , ↓>)/ 6 + 2/3|Pz , ↑> √ |3/2, 3/2 >= |1, 1, ↑>= −(|Px + iPy , ↑>)/ 2 |1/2, −1/2 >= |1, 0, ↓>= |Pz , ↓> |1/2, 1/2 >= |1, 0, ↑>= |Pz , ↑> j)



Remember that strictly speaking states of denite angular momentum (state of denite are the states of denite energy.



Hence



j , mj



seems to be a better choice in identifying



energy eigen states. Does that mean that if I start with a state in which a spin up electron is in



Px



state then the system would not remain in same state as this system evolves in time?



Note that this state can always be written as linear superposition of two dierent angular momentum states (|j, mj i states). But for the simple case that we are discussing here, our system has all these states as degenerate in energy. Hence any linear combination is also an energy eigen state with same energy. Hence a spin up electron in



Px



orbital is also an energy



eigen state. But in those cases where we include spin orbit coupling this might not be a case as we would discuss latter. In single particle atoms there are further  accidental with dierent



l



degeneracies. Even the states



are degenerate as well. One can dene another raising and lowering operator
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that raises and lowers the value of



because of



1/r



l.



The reason for these accidental degeneracies is



behavior of Coulomb potential. For such a potential



Runge-Lenz Vector



is conserved.



5.1.2



Multiparticle System - First Approximation electron-electron interactions



Let us now go into multiparticle systems assuming that



as well as spin-orbit interactions are negligible. In short, direct product of energy levels given by a single particle Hamiltonian would still be the states of denite energies of multiparticle system. So all of the above degeneracies are still applicable. Energy degeneracies are increased many fold due to multi particle angular momenta. Consider for example a two particle system. Take an example of 2 electrons in variables are li



s=0



or



1.



= 1, si = 1/2 with i = 1 or 2.



2p



orbitals. Hence single particle



And for multiparticle variables



l = 0, 1 or 2 and



Ignoring Pauli's exclusion for the time being, total number of degenerate states



ml1 ,ml2 ; ms1 , ms2 perspective would be 3.3.2.2 = 36. From l, l,s (2l + 1)(2s + 1) =1.1 + 3.1 + 5.1+1.3 + 3.3 + 5.3 = 36. Which is



from single particle variables



s perspective it would be



P



the same number. One important point one should note is that the states with dierent total



l



and/or



s are having same energy.



This is because we are neglecting electron-electron inter-



action and also the spin-orbit couplings. These are called let us look at degeneracies from total multiparticle



j



and



accidental degeneracies. Now



mj



perspective. First thing one



|j, mj i state has degeneracies because same value of j can be achieved by dierent combinations of l and s. Alternatively, by using same l and s but having dierent orientations of them would lead to dierent j . Suppose we combine a given value of l and s. Then the possible values of j are from |l − s| to |l + s| in steps of 1 (this is basically combining l and s in dierent orientations). Hence total multiparticle j can either be {0}, {1}, {1}, {0, 1, 2}, {2}, or {1, 2, 3}. Noting that j = 0 can happen in 2 ways; 1 can happen should notice that a



in 4 ways; 2 can happen in 3 ways; and 3 can happen only in 1 way, the degeneracy, counting from



j , mj



perspective, would be



the summation is over all



j



P



j (2j



+ 1) =1.2



+ 3.4 + 5.3 + 7.1 = 36.



(either due to dierent possible



dierent possible combination of same



l



and



s).



l



Note that



and/or



Note that just



s or due to j and mj are not



the sucient quantum numbers as in the case of single particle system. Same value of



j



can be obtained with dierent combinations of



specify the value of by total l,



s, ml



l



and



and



ms



s



l



and



s.



One needs to



as well. Hence it is much better to enumerate states



quantum numbers or by



ml1 , ms1 , ml2 and ms2



quantum



numbers. If we take care of Pauli's exclusion principle then the total degeneracy would be Mukul Agrawal
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30 (counting most easily using



ml1 , ms1 , ml2 and ms2



quantum numbers). Let us explore the



relation between two sets of quantum numbers.



|l, s, ml , ms i = |1, 1/2, 0, −1/2i state in terms of |ml1 , ms1 , ml2 , ms2 i states. One can see that ml and ms can be obtain in many dierent ways from ml1 + ml2 and ms1 + ms2 . Actual state would be linear superposition of all possibilities. As an example, let us try to write



Actual combination can be obtain by rst identifying a correct anti-symmetrical state for



l = ml = 2



and then applying lowering operators (see Shankar [1] for example). But in this



simple case, that we are discussing here, all these states as degenerate. combination is also an energy eigen state. orbital and another in



Py



Hence any linear



Hence, for example, a spin up electron in



Px



orbital is also an energy eigen state. But in those cases where we



include spin orbit coupling this might not be a case.



mli



and



msi



in that case are not good



and conserved quantum numbers.



5.1.3



Multiparticle System with e-e Interactions



Suppose we now consider a multiparticle system with electron-electron interaction but neglect the spin orbit coupling. We see that



j



(multiparticle) is still a good quantum number since



Hamiltonian is still rotationally symmetric ([H, J] spin-independent (or



ms )



[H, S] = [H, L] = 0.



because the potential is no more



known as



1/r).



Moreover since Hamiltonian is



Hence states with same total



are all states of same energies.



screening eects potential is not



= 0).



l



(or



s)



but dierent



ml



The 'accidental degeneracies' are now lifted



1/r



(even in Hartree approximation which includes



The reason for lifting of these degeneracies is usually



exchange interaction. Note that switching on the electron-electron interaction



shows up as two distinct eects. One is direct Coulomb energy term and second is indirect or exchange energy term. We note that fermion systems are supposed to be anti-symmetric. Hence, a particular choice of



s = s1 + s2



(symmetric or anti-symmetric depending upon



triplet or singlet) would force the choice of spatial wavefunction.



For example for singlet



choice the spatial part has to be symmetric. This forces both the electrons to go in same orbital and that would have a very dierent Coulomb interaction shift in energy had the electrons gone into dierent orbitals.



In this way, even though Hamiltonian is spin



independent, dierent spin states turn out to have dierent energies. We call this as exchange interaction eect. Hence the lowest energy state would be having certain xed total



l



and certain xed total



the lowest lying state.



s.



Hund's rule, as discussed below, would help identifying



Hence the total degeneracy is only



Summation is only over those values of



j



(2l + 1)(2s + 1) =



P



j



2j + 1.



which can be obtained by combination
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of xed



l



and



s.



Since,



l



and



are xed the problem is now just like a single



s



particle problem discussed above. We can identify states either by



ml ,ms



or by



j , mj . The relation between two sets of quantum numbers was identied above. Note that mli are not good quantum numbers. And if we include spin orbit coupling then even the ml are not good.



5.1.4



Multiparticle System with e-e and L-S Interactions



Suppose we now consider a multiparticle system with electron-electron interaction and also the spin orbit coupling. We assume that exchange interaction is bigger than the spin orbit coupling.



If this approximation is true (which is the case for most atoms except for very



heavy atoms) then we say that atom obeys LS coupling) as opposed to



[H, J] = 0



jj



Russell-Saunder's Coupling (also called



coupling. Now Hamiltonian is spin dependent and only



is true. So a state with a xed



j



(multiparticle) dierent



energies. So the states of denite energies would only be



(2l + 1)(2s + 1).



Note that within a given xed value of



(strictly speaking). Note that total



l



and



s



2j + 1



mj



would all have same



degenerate as opposed to



j , the values of l



and



s are not xed



are no more conserved quantities and they keep



on changing as the system evolves in time. As we have seen previously, same value of obtained by dierent values of of dierent total



l



and



s



l



and



s.



but a denite



j



can be



So the initial state might be in a linear superposition



j



and this linear combination might even evolve with



time due to LS coupling. The degeneracy is simply because



mj



can take



2j + 1



values.



But



within Russell-Saunders approximation we assume that exchange interaction is much stronger. So within a given energy range only states with a xed



s



are important. Energy can be dierent due to dierent combination of these



and



and



s



(2l + 1)(2s + 1) degenerate line breaks into many P 2j + 1degenerate lines. Hence (2l + 1)(2s + 1) = j (2j + 1). Here in the summation we only consider those values of j that can result by dierent combination of xed l and s. Strictly speaking only j and mj are good quantum numbers. But under Russel-Saunder's approximation l, s, j and mj are good. λ [j(j + 1) − The spin orbit Hamiltonian is written as λL.S . Eigen values of λL.S are 2 l(l + 1) − s(s + 1)]. Hence one can show that E(j + 1) − E(j) = λj . This energy splitting is known as ne structure (a single (2l + 1)(2s + 1) degenerate line is broken down into many dierent lines each being 2j + 1 degenerate). An even ner structure that comes



because of



L.S



l



l



term in Hamiltonian. And a



due to coupling between nuclear magnetic moment and electron magnetic moment is called



hyperne structure. The hyperne Hamiltonian is usually written as Mukul Agrawal
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5.2



Hund's Rules



which can originate either because of



dipolar interaction or because of Fermi contact



interaction. Suppose all nuclear moments are polarized along



z



then



2j + 1



values of



mj



would split out.



5.1.5



Other Eects



Such an electron-electron interaction breaking



P



l,s (2l+1)(2s+1) degenerate state into many



(2l+1)(2s+1) degenerate and then treating spin-orbit coupling as perturbation that prevents l and s as good quantum numbers which then splits levels with dierent j is called Russel-Saunders Coupling. Other approach used for heavier elements states with lowest lying being



is called



jj-coupling in which spin orbit coupling is actually most dominant energy term.



A third eect -



crystal eld eect is also important. For atoms/ions with 4f electrons



as the highest energy electrons, the Russel Saunders coupling predicts the correct electron conguration because of the shielding from outer 5s and 5p lower energy electrons. atoms/ions with 3d highest energy electrons predict that



L=0



known as orbital



and



J = S.



For



crystal eld is very important. Experiments



So the eigen value of



J2



is



j(j + 1)



(multiparticle). This is



angular momentum quenching.



5.2 Hund's Rules



10



Hund's rules is a set of three simple empirical rules, based on reasoning similar to our above discussion, according to which electrons ll up the single particle states in atomic systems. Rule basically distributes electrons among single particle states with a given single particle



l



(as dierent single particle



l



are assumed to be dierent in energies).



minimum energy combination of electrons maximizes exclusion principle. Now the value of



s



s



First rule says that



(multiparticle) while obeying Pauli



is also the maximum



ms



for that given



s.



Also



ms



adds up for dierent particles. So our aim is to nd a combination that would maximize the maximum



ms .



Second rule maximizes



l



(multiparticle) while obeying rst rule and



Pauli's exclusion principle. Again this rule can be interpreted as nding a combination that maximizes the



ml



which is same as sum of single particle



that the state of denite energies are states of denite minimum energy would be either with minimum



j



j



ml .



Third rule, simply state



(multiparticle) and the one with



λ,



(anti-parallel orbit and spin, positive



10 Note that Hund's rules are one of the major reasons why magnetic properties of solid and isolated atoms are very dierent. From the band theory we know that while lling up the band electron simply spin pair-up and the net band has no net spin. Whereas while lling up electrons in atomic levels electrons tend to not spin-pair-up.
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5.3



Orbital Diagrams



less than half lled shells) or with maximum



j



(parallel orbit and spin, negative



λ,



more



than half lled shells).



5.3 Orbital Diagrams Chemists like the orbital diagrams showing sequentially lling the electrons as up and down arrows a lot! These diagrams are very deceptive. Note that these diagrams are only helping



ms and ml . It does not mean that the lowest lying ms . These maximum value then in turn are taken as



tools to nd maximum possible value of energy state would always have a xed the values of



l



and



s



in lowest lying energy state (still ignoring L.S coupling). This is where



intuitive picture of those diagrams end. Now these that is why state is



(2l + 1)(2s + 1)



l



and



s



can have any orientations and



l, s, lz and sz state would in in dierent liz and siz states. So



degenerate. Note that a



general be made up of linear combinations of electrons being state would not have a denite liz and



siz (in



presence of ee and LS couplings).



6 Interaction Hamiltonians ˆ General Discussion As we would see below, the Hamiltonian for number of magnetic interaction take a form like



H = AS1 .S2



where



S1



and



S2



can be dierent angular



momentum operators. What are the eigen states and eigen values of



S1 .S2



? One of



the tricky way of solving this is to look for the eigen values and eigen states of operator



(S1 + S2 )2 . We know the rules of addition of angular momentum. So the eigen values 2 2 2 of (S1 + S2 ) would be from (s1 + s2 ) to (|s1 − s2 |) . Also (S1 + S2 ) = S1 + S2 + 2S1 .S2 . For any given s (total), s1 and s2 one can easily evaluate the eigen values of S1 .S2 . ˆ Zeeman Coupling Hamiltonian



Coupling of total angular momentum to magnetic



eld is known as Zeeman coupling. Neglecting electron-electron interactions within an P p2i atom, the classical Hamiltonian would be H = i 2m + Vi . When applied magnetic eld couples with orbital motion, the new classical Hamiltonian, choosing gauge such that



A=



Bxr , can still be written as above but then 2



as canonical momentum canonical to coordinates (Incidentally,



pi = mvi + qA needs to be treated P +qA)2 ri and hence H = i (mvi2m +V.



note that this classical Hamiltonian, assuming spin is quantum



phenomenon, tells us that classical mechanics do not predict any kind of thermal equilibrium magnetization eects. Above substitution is the only
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6: Interaction Hamiltonians



thing that magnetic eld changes.



So magnetization in material is com-



pletely quantum mechanical phenomenon in addition to being relativistic. See Ashcroft Mermin [2] page 646). If we want to do canonical quantization, we should replace



mvi + qA



with



−i~∇r



mvi → −i~∇r − qA = pi − qA. gs µB B.S (this is fundamental force



and hence



In magnetic eld we know that we need a term



law describing interaction of magnetic dipole moment with magnetic eld in quan-



S is total spin operator. Finally one can get the P e 2 H0 + µB (L + gs S).B + 8m i (Bxri ) . All nuclear properties



tum mechanical terminology) where Hamiltonian operator as



are assumed to be intact. These new terms in Hamiltonian are usually pretty small and can be solved through perturbation. very central importance is of



J



2



and



not zero).



Jz



Lz + gs Sz .



We have seen that an operator that is of



One can prove that in the basis of eigen states



this operator is also diagonal and is proportional to



L + gs S = gj J .



J



is



We would see that the perturbation Hamiltonian of a



multi particle system actually contains a term like would have been the case for a elementary spin



J



µB (L + gs S).B



and not



gs µB J.B



as



particle case. But such a denition



of Lande-g factor allows us to write perturbation as



gj µB J.B .



tend as if one is dealing with a single particle of spin



gj =



(provided



The constant of proportionality is known as Lande-g factor in



general. So



3 2



Jz



Hence one can pre-



J.



One can show that



1 s(s+1)−l(l+1) ( j(j+1) ). This is easy to prove as follows. Magnetic dipole moment 2



+



µ ≡ µB (gl L + gs S) ≡ gj µB J . If we take the dot product of this 2 with J (provided j 6= 0) on both sides and then use the eigen energies of (L + S) and (J − S)2 to calculate the eigen values of of L.S and J.S one can prove the above statement provided j 6= 0. Now within states for a given value of j , dierent mj would have



operator is dened as



dierent energies.



Usually (under small magnetic eld) Zeeman coupling is smaller



than the LS coupling. Usually (both for single particle as well as multiparticle atoms) we analyze states with a given splits dierent values of



mj



l



and



s



for a given



but with dierent



j



j



and



mj .



Zeeman coupling



and LS coupling splits dierent



see below. Splitting would be proportional to



j



as we would



mj .



ˆ Spin Orbit Coupling Hamiltonian A rotating electron sees a rotating nucleus in its own reference frame and that generates an electric eld where



V



is Coulombic potential.



E = −∇V



is stationary frame



Now using relativistic transformation this behaves



like a magnetic eld is electrons reference frame and is given as orbit coupling Hamiltonian can be written as



g0 µB S.B .



B=



Exv . So the spin c2



But there is another problem



when we do relativistic quantum mechanics. There is a factor of
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6: Interaction Hamiltonians



1



factor, so the Hamiltonian is actually 2 g0 µB S.B . Finally 2



~L∇V /c



B



can be related to



L



as



. Hence nally spin orbit coupling term goes as



Hso = λL.S and hence the name. Free atoms/ions that obey



Russell Saunders coupling (above



LS coupling, which takes spin orbit as a perturbation is also called Russell-Saunders coupling in contrast to jj coupling in more complicated heavy atoms as we would see below), the



2j + 1



(2l + 1)(2s + 1)



degeneracy for given



degeneracies (dierent values of



rotational symmetry is left.



j



jz



l



and a given



s



is lifted and only



j still have same energies) due to l + s to |l − s| and these would in



for a given



can take values from



general have dierent energies. To make things clear consider a single electron atom with nite



l



and



s = 1/2.



In this case



j



l + 1/2



can take tow values



if we neglect the spin-orbit coupling then the energy states would be degenerate.



l − 1/2. So (2l + 1)(2s + 1)



and



But if we include spin-orbit coupling then this set of energy states are



2(l + 1/2) + 1 and another state λ [j(j + 1) − l(l + 1) − s(s + 1)]. Hence 2



split into doublet with one state having degeneracy of



2(l − 1/2) + 1.



one can show that



λL.S are E(j + 1) − E(j) = λj . Such Eigen values of



This energy splitting is known as



a rule is called



Lande interval rule.



ne structure. Degeneracies with a given



j level



is



nally lifted due to lamb shift as we would see latter.



ˆ Hyperne Interaction Hyperne interaction can be of two types - dipolar or Fermi contact interaction. Dipolar Hamiltonian can be written as



Hhf,dipole =



µ0 [µnu .µe − 4πr3



3 (µe .r)(µnu .r)]. Such an interaction gives zero expectation value of energy splitting r2 for an



s



electron. Whereas Fermi contact interaction is non-zero only for



s



electrons.



Hamiltonian is similar although size of nucleus is taken into care. In both the cases we assert that the nuclear magnetic moment and electron magnetic moment interaction Hamiltonian always takes the form of



AJnu .Je (can be proved). Also



Jtotal = Jnu + Je .



Hence the analysis is pretty much same as that



of spin orbit coupling. If we switch o the nuclear-electron interaction then the net system energy levels would be



(2jnu + 1)(2je + 1)



times degenerate. But as we switch



on the interaction these levels splits. Eigen values of



AJnu .Je



are
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7: Volume Magnetization Density



jnu (jnu + 1) − je (je + 1)].



Hence one can show that



Such a rule again is called Lande interval rule.



E(jtotal + 1) − E(jtotal ) = λjtotal .



This energy splitting is known as



hyperne structure. Note that each energy level of coupled electron-nuclear system is still along



2jtotal + 1 times degenerate. One can see that if all the nuclear spin is polarized z direction then for a given j 2j + 1 energy levels splits out due to dierent jz .



If the nuclear spin resonances are of importance then the shift is usually broken down into two categories :-



chemical shift and Knight shift. Chemical shift is due to the



coupling between electron orbital angular momentum and the nuclear spin. Whereas Knight shift is due to the coupling between electron spin angular momentum and nuclear spin.



ˆ Crystal Field Interaction Orbital angular momentum quenching.



Since crystal eld



Hamiltonian is often real, one can conclude that the net orbital angular momentum has to be zero (l



dz 2



and



dx2 −y2



= 0)



in the absence of spin orbit coupling. [Electrons do not go into



states rather they start pairing up within



dxy , dyz



and



dxz



states. In



octahedral crystals the three states are lower energy states while in tetrahedral crystals the three states are higher energy states.]



ˆ Exchange Interaction Hamiltonian One can either have dipolar interaction or one can have exchange interaction. As we would see that the Hamiltonian for both of these take a form like



H = AS1 .S2 .



What are the eigen state and eigen values of



S1 .S2



?



One of the tricky way of solving this is to look for the eigen values and eigen states of



(S1 + S2 )2



we know that for spin half particles this can either be on a singlet or a



triplet spin states. Correspondingly one can nd out that the operator



S1 .S2



also has



one triply degenerate eigen state and one another eigen state. But the two sets are not identical. Triplet of singlet.



S1 .S2



has two states from the spin triplet and one from spin



(Note that actual Hamiltonian is spin independent.



might split the singlet-triplet states.



We now



Exchange energy term



dene a spin-Hamiltonian as above



which by denition gives the same amount of energy splitting.



This is generally an



easier way of handling exchange splitting.)



7 Volume Magnetization Density M = − V1



∂F where ∂H



F



is the free energy of the system. We usually calculate only the ground



state magnetization. Free energy concept comes handy only when we have degenerate ground
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state. We seldom include the eects of the magnetization of higher energy states. (See the article on statistical mechanics.)



Part II



Magnetic Properties of Solids 8 Introduction Studying magnetism (diamagnetism, paramagnetism, spontaneous magnetism and ferro/antiferro/ferrimagnetic ordering) is rather complicated because of two main reasons.



Firstly,



especially for electrons in energy states in broad energy bands, estimation of angular momentum and magnetic dipole momentum contribution is rather dicult task because such electrons are loosely bound and are shared by the entire crystal.



Secondly, many of the



magnetic eects depend strongly on electron-electron interaction and hence our cardinal assumption of independent particles, that helped us all along the studies of transport properties - at least in semiconductors, breaks down.



E −k



One should note that the omnipresent



diagrams in studies of transport and even in optical properties represents a collection



of single-particle-states (assuming independent particles) allowed within a crystal. Hence one faces a real big trouble in theoretically explaining both transport and magnetic properties in a solid. In this report, I would not try to go through any of such attempts but rather I would survey through, mostly qualitatively, wide variety of magnetic eects usually observed in solids. I would look for the special cases which are simple to handle theoretically rather than going through any general theory. It turns out such cases are not too scarce! And, for dicult cases, I would just try to explain the physical phenomenon qualitatively and try to understand the reasons of theoretical diculties. Generally speaking, study of magnetism in insulators (or in insulators containing few external ions/atoms) is much easier than in semiconductors or in metals due to absence of conduction electrons. First of all, as pointed above, estimation of angular momentum of such electrons is dicult except when they could be treated as free gas. Secondly, they mediate in many particle ion-ion interaction and make things more subtle. Moreover, for those insulator crystals for which energy states are fairly well localized (narrow energy bands), one can assume with good degree of accuracy that all energy states preserve their atomic characters.
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8.1



Magnetism in Isolated Atoms/Ions



So the study of magnetism can be greatly simplied. With an exception of eects involving spontaneous magnetization one can nearly always neglect electron-electron interaction and work with independent particle approximation for suciently accurate results. We simply calculate the magnetization of a free ion/atom and then add up the contribution. This procedure involves details when we have insulators with a transition metal ions (as in compound solids or as in dilute alloys), which have incomplete



d-shells,



as in such cases the atomic



symmetries of the energy states are over powered by crystal symmetries. Orbital angular



2l+1 degeneracy is completely lifted because of non-rotationally symmetric crystal Hamiltonian although 2s + 1 spin degeneracy remains because Hamiltonian is still spin independent. One can get fairly good estimate if one uses S in place of J for the calculation momentum



Lande-g factor as discussed below. The conventional procedure usually works ne with rare earth metal ions since



f -shells



are under the



s



and



p



shells which are outer most and shields



the crystal symmetry eects. As far as carriers are well localized, one can come up with a good semi-empirical theory for spontaneous magnetization as well with relative ease . All that one needs to model is the contribution of neighboring magnetic moments in building up the magnetic eld at the site of any one magnetic moment being considered. One can start with an expression similar to the dipolar interaction and adjust the numerical coecient to account for the actual physics (most of the times its Coulombic exchange interaction). The procedure works fairly well. At low temperatures undoped semiconductors would behave similar to insulators. But at higher temperatures or with doped semiconductors or in metals, conduction electrons play very important role in magnetism and can not be ignored.



Similarly for dilute magnetic



semiconductors situation is not that simple.



8.1 Magnetism in Isolated Atoms/Ions Neglecting electron electron interactions within an atom the classical Hamiltonian would be P p2 H = i 2mi + Vi . When applied magnetic eld couples with orbital motion the new classical Bxr Hamiltonian, choosing gauge such that A = , can still be written as above but then 2



pi = mvi + qA P hence H = i



needs to be treated as canonical momentum canonical to coordinates



(mvi +qA)2 2m



+V .



ri



and



(Incidentally, note that this classical Hamiltonian tells us that



classical mechanics do not predict any kind of thermal equilibrium magnetization eects. So magnetization in material is completely quantum mechanical phenomenon in addition to being relativistic.)



If we want to do canonical quantization, we should replace
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8.1



Magnetism in Isolated Atoms/Ions



mvi → −i~∇r − qA = pi − qA. In magnetic eld we know that we need a term gµB B.S where S is total spin operator. Finally one can get the Hamiltonian P e 2 operator as H0 + µB (L + gs S).B + i (Bxri ) . All nuclear properties are assumed to 8m



with



−i~∇r



be intact.



and hence



These new terms in Hamiltonian are usually pretty small and can be solved



through perturbation.



Note that, strictly speaking, one can not treat the entire



atom simply as one dipole moment with some net angular momentum because the internal structure of electron clouds also gets changed when eld is applied. Which also explains why spin part and orbital part responds in fundamentally dierent way. We can see the Hamiltonian depends on



L + gS



and not on



L + S.



The change in the energies are actually because the new energy eigen states are made up of the mixture of the old energy eigen states and results depends on the symmetry of the unperturbed states. Accordingly sometimes (when



0,



J=



spherically symmetrical states) the rst order perturbation of the rst part



disappears (known as Currie Term). The second order perturbation (also known as Van-Vleck Term) might not disappear (not shown in above equation). The third term is known as Larmor Term and is also second order in B (although it is rst perturbation). In the following we would study it in more intuitive way. We would pretend as if the entire atom behaves as a single dipole. Majority of the elements have intrinsic angular momentum in their isolated atomic state and various isolated ionic states due to the Hund's rule according to which electrons lls up the atomic (single-electron) energy levels. Magnetic dipole moment is simply related to the angular momentum through Lande-g factor. If the excited state of the atom is widely spaced on energy scale from the ground state then at moderate temperatures atom would stay in the ground state with nearly complete certainty for all practical purposes. So we can claim that the atom has a xed total angular momentum (sum of orbital as well as spin angular momenta contributions of all electrons) quantum number, say



J.



Let us assume atom/ion is oriented in



z -direction. The ground state of the atom would be 2J + 1 fold degenerate and atom can have 2J + 1 dierent discrete values of angular momentum along z -direction (We note that the unperturbed coulomb atomic any random direction. We can choose any xed direction as



Hamiltonian is always spherically symmetric. Hence the states of denite energies are also the states of denite angular momentum. Also using the ladder operators one can always prove that all the states with same angular momentum would be energy degenerate. Hence the multiplet of states (2J



+ 1)



J would have the same energy). In 2J + 1 energy levels would be degenerate



with quantum number



the absence of external magnetic eld, all these
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8.1



Magnetism in Isolated Atoms/Ions



and atom would have equal thermal probability of being in any one of these states. Let us



z -component of angular momentum of Jz . Using the concept of Lande-g factor, the atom would have z -component dipole moment of µz = −gJz . Each of these 2J +1 states would have a dierent µz . When an external magnetic assume that atom is in one of these states with a



eld is applied, the energies of these states would shift and the degeneracy of these energy states would be lifted. We assume that these



2J + 1



states (corresponding to the ground



state) are still far from the excited states of the atom on energy scale even in the presence of magnetic eld (This true for almost all atoms even for extremely strong magnetic elds. Only a couple of exceptions are known). Classically what this means is that changing the kinetic energy of electrons by throwing the electrons into higher single-electron levels is assumed to be far more energy-expensive than simply re-aligning the angular momentum (see quantum interpretation makes this statement wrong) or by second order (second order in B) change in the kinetic energy of electrons in the same single-electron level. The eect of magnetic eld is usually three fold. First is the paramagnetic contribution due to  Curie-ip-op of dipole in magnetic eld. Second is diamagnetic contribution due to  Larmor



increase in



orbital angular momentum. And third is the paramagnetic contribution due to  Van



Vleck



decrease in orbital angular momentum. The Larmor diamagnetic contribution and VanVleck paramagnetic contribution are second order perturbations due to applied magnetic eld. Whereas Curie paramagnetic contribution is rst order perturbation. Hence Currie paramagnetism is the dominantly observed phenomenon unless special conditions prevail.



µz Bz



which



So the atom would stay in one of these



2J +1



In paramagnetism, the ground state energy of the atom would be shifted by would be dierent for each of the



2J +1 states.



states and would not go into any of the excited states. Now using the concept of partition function from statistical mechanics one can easily compute the thermal average shift in the ground state energy of the atom in the presence of magnetic eld. And nally, one can dene and obtain thermal average magnetic dipole moment of atom. For small magnetic elds the shift in thermal average energy of the atom due to the application of magnetic eld would be proportional to the applied eld and hence the thermal average dipole moment would be constant. If the magnetic eld is too strong or if the temperature is too low then the atom would simply stay in one of these



2J +1 states which has angular momentum completely anti



parallel to the magnetic eld. The expression that is true for all temperatures and magnetic elds is the tan-hyperbolic law known as



Curie paramagnetic law.



There are only three dierent cases which can explain the magnetic behavior of entire periodic table (and their ionic and even molecular states to great extent) with just a few
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8.2



Magnetism in Isolated Molecules



exceptions for which more general multi-particle molecular orbital theory would be needed due to enhanced inter particle interaction :-



ˆ



If all the sub-shells are completely lled both the multi-particle spin quantum number



S



L would be zero (and hence number J is also zero). The only



and the multi-particle orbital angular quantum number



total multi-particle angular momentum quantum



eect would be the second order (hence small) Larmor diamagnetism. The diamagnetic contribution to the susceptibility is usually very small and is of the orders of



ˆ



10−5 .



If sub-shells are one short of being half-lled then total multi-particle angular momentum quantum number



J



would be zero but



L and S



would not be zero (Hund's Rules).



So the entire atom do not gets aligned as a whole.



In this case only possible con-



tributions would be either Van-Vleck paramagnetism or Larmor diamagnetism. The atom/ion would be paramagnetic or diamagnetic depends on the competition between the two processes.



ˆ



In all other cases, rst order (thousand times bigger, but absolutely, still small) Curie paramagnetism would dominate (susceptibility contribution of the order of



10−2 ).



Note



that such a multi particle atomic states would always be degenerate. It turns out that higher the degeneracy higher the the paramagnetism.



8.2 Magnetism in Isolated Molecules As discussed above most of the elements, especially the transition metals and the rare earths, and most of their ionic forms have permanent magnetic dipole moment. The magnetic state is preferable regarding free atoms or ions, the reason being that the electrons with the same spin (consequences of the Pauli exclusion principle) avoid coming close to each other, thus the Coulomb repulsions reducing the energy. Thus, the magnetic state is a common state for the solitary atoms. On the other hand spontaneous/permanent magnetic dipole moment is rare in macroscopic scale or in molecular form. For molecules, the oxygen molecule is the best known exception which has a spontaneous magnetic dipole moment. When atoms form molecules they often lose their magnetic moment. It is easy to understand the reason.



Let us consider the example of



Na



and



Cl



atoms.



Both have an



atomic magnetic moment. When combined into a molecule or crystal (N aCl ), an electron transfers from



Na



to



Cl



and the ions take on the shape of an electron structure of an inert



gas. As discussed above, ions with all sub shells complete do not have intrinsic magnetic
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8.3



Non-Spontaneous Magnetism in Pure or Dilutely Alloyed Insulating Solids



dipole moment.



Hence, the magnetic moment is lost is forming a molecule.



Same thing



happens with covalent bonds as well. Isolated hydrogen atoms have, for instance, a Bohr magneton as a magnetic moment, though the stable form of hydrogen is a molecule (H2 ) and the electrons are pairing, giving an opposite spin and no orbital angular momentum. Thus, both



H2



gases.



N aCl is only diamagnetic. The same is true for N2 and most of the diatomic Similarly H2 O is diamagnetic. Well known exceptions are O2 , S2 and N O , which all and



are strongly paramagnetic. For example, in



N2



These can easily be explained using molecular orbital theory.



there are eight



2p



electrons that shall be placed in six available bonding



and anti bonding molecular orbitals arising from the atomic



2p



states. 6 electrons would go



into three bonding orbitals and two would go into two separate anti bonding orbitals with parallel spins. This explains permanent magnetic moment of many such molecules.



8.3 Non-Spontaneous Magnetism in Pure or Dilutely Alloyed Insulating Solids By denition (only for crystalline material) insulators/semiconductors are those which have either completely empty or completely lled energy bands at



T = 0K .



Distinction between



insulators and semiconductors depends upon the application, ability to dope and the temperatures of concern. Usually speaking if such a material has a bandgap bigger than



4 − 5eV



it might be called insulator. Hence, for being insulator/semiconductor, necessary condition (although its not sucient) is that it needs to have even number of electron per unit primitive cell. (If such a crystal turns out to have non-overlaying upper lled bands then it would surely be either an insulator or semiconductor.) An insulator, as opposed to semiconductor, would not have any practical free carrier concentration at any temperature of concern.



This makes the study of magnetism much



more simple, relatively speaking. The low lying atomic orbital remains tightly localized and preserves their strong atomic character even as atoms come close to crystallize. Equivalently speaking, low lying energy bands would be extremely narrow and almost dead at (tight binding best suited).



Hence, for electrons in the energy states in low lying bands we can



estimate the magnetic dipole moment contribution from the simple atomic Hund's Rules as discussed above.



Whereas wavefunctions of electrons from outer shells would overlap



and hence would be shared with entire crystal.



For electrons in the energy states in the



upper bands, the situation is more complicated because predicting the angular momentum (orbital+spin) for an electron in such a state is not that easy. Usually one can take help from
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bonding between the nearest neighbor and just as we analyzed the magnetism in isolated molecules one can also try to analyze the magnetic dipole contribution from these outer electrons which are shared with entire crystal. Just as for some molecules molecular orbital theory was must, similarly for explaining the magnetic dipole moment contribution of shared electrons in some crystal one might have to actually calculate the Bloch state and angular momentum. In general, though, at least if the bands are fairly narrow, one might be able to to make judicial estimates by looking at the atomic electronic distribution and bonding between nearest neighbors. Hence, those insulators which have completely lled inner shells would most probably be diamagnetic (like crystalline



O2



or solid



N O.



N aCl) with a few exceptions like solid



The reason is quite simple. In most of such solids outer electrons would be



spin paired up in all the orbitals giving inert gas conguration to each atom in the crystal. For those exceptional cases as quoted above molecular orbital theory tells us that there are unpaired spins and hence some net angular momentum. For crystalline solids or dilute alloys that contain ions that have incomplete inner shells can be analyzed as we did for isolated atoms. If



J 6= 0



then solid would be either paramag-



netic or it might have spontaneous magnetization (discussed in next section). If



J =0



then



it could have either Larmor diamagnetization or Van-Vleck paramagnetization. For example



M nSO4 .H2 O, F eSO4 .5H2 O, CoCl2 .6H2 O, N iSO4 .6H2 O and ZnSO4 .5H2 O are netic in decreasing order since they have 5, 4, 3, 2 and 0 unpaired electrons in



paramagthe inner



shells. Sometimes such an isolated ion/atom based analysis for insulating solids containing paramagnetic ions does not give accurate predictions. This happens mostly when we have transition metal ions. Since these orbitals faces fair amount of crystal eld. Atomic symmetries might be over powered by the crystal symmetries. In such cases, Hamiltonian is no more spherically symmetric and eigen states of of angular momentum and that of energy are not same. Consequently the degeneracy of these states are lifted. One simply has the degeneracy of



2S + 1



as opposed to



2J + 1



(Hamiltonian is still independent of spin).



paramagnetism would be smaller. For example, is diamagnetic since



d-orbital



K4 F e(CN )6



So the



(potassium hexacyno ferrate)



degeneracy is lifted by the crystal eld of cyanide ligands and



all 6 electrons pair up and hence



S = 0.



Whereas



[N i(N H3 )]Cl2



(hexamine nickel chloride)



is still paramagnetic since the eect of crystal eld is not much (such things are dicult to predict without computer simulations). Usually such complications do not occur with rare earth ions since, for example, by



5



and



6



4f



orbitals are less aected by crystal elds as it is shielded



orbitals.
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8.4 Non-Spontaneous Magnetism in Pure or Dilutely Alloyed Metals and Semiconductors Empty crystal (we would deal with free carriers separately) of semiconductors (like Si, Ge, GaAs etc which has no paramagnetic atom/ion) at low temperatures is supposed to be diamagnetic. Whereas empty crystal of transition metals



Fe



would be paramagnetic if, hy-



pothetically, there were no electron-electron interaction (actually spontaneously magnetized as discussed below). Curie temperature



The example is not as hypothetical as it seems.



TC , F e



For example above



would not be spontaneously magnetized and would be paramag-



netic due to localized magnetic dipole moment. Whereas empty crystals of



IA or IIA metals



would be diamagnetic since all atoms would have completely lled inert gas congurations as outer most electrons would go to conduction band. Conduction electrons can contribute in two ways. They can contribute dipole moment due to orbital motion (Landau



Diamagnetism) - which could be pretty complicated to



explain. They can also contribute dipole moment due to spin (Pauli



Paramagnetism).



Pauli paramagnetism for free gas like carriers (no orbital angular momentum) is easy to estimate by considering split in the spin degenerate bands by Dirac distribution, density of states and charge neutrality.



µB Bz



and using Fermi-



For non-degenerate gases its



simply equivalent to Curie paramagnetism and would be temperature dependent. Whereas for degenerate gases as in metals its much much smaller and temperature independent. Whereas Landau diamagnetism can be estimated in simple situations to be Pauli paramagnetism if electron mass is same as rest mass.



diamagnetism is enhanced by a factor of



m2ef f



1/3 of degenerate



In semiconductors Landau



over Pauli paramagnetism.



Now if such a solid is dilutely alloyed then important thing to note is that when a magnetic dipole moment is inside a semiconductor or in metallic alloys the net magnetic moment on the ion might be quite dierent from the free ion depending upon the position of Fermi level (thermalization).



8.5 Localized Spontaneous Magnetism There can be two types of spontaneous magnetism 



localized magnetism and itinerant



magnetism. Localized magnetism occurs due to the interaction between suciently localized and tightly bounded inner shell electrons of atoms/ions at close by lattice sites (still some wavefunction overlap is must).



Whereas itinerant magnetism occurs because of the



free electrons which are shared by the entire crystal. We would rst discuss the localized
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8.5



Localized Spontaneous Magnetism



magnetism assuming there are no free carriers.



magnetic interac-



For spontaneous magnetization electron-electron interaction (called



tion  not because of the 'origin' of the force rather because of the 'eect' of the force) is must. Now there could be dierent types of interaction. It could either be



dipolar inter-



action (interaction between two magnetic dipoles) which is magnetic in origin or it could be



exchange interaction due to Pauli's exclusion principle which is purely electrostatic



or Coulombic in origin.



Qualitatively speaking, Pauli's exclusion principle prohibits two



electrons with same spin from taking same state and hence on an average they would be further apart and therefore Coulombic interaction energy would be lowered compared to the case when two electrons have opposite spin and hence can occupy same state. Note that its exactly similar to the Hund's third rule in single atom. Also note that its a multi-particle eect and can not be treated with usual single-particle and independent particle theories. All our conventional concepts like  band structures  results from single particle theory and hence, its very dicult to combine magnetic properties with transport properties in a single theory. Also note that for exchange interaction to be dominant energy lowering mechanism, wavefunction need to overlap.



Hence, as we move the dipoles apart only dominant inter-



action would be usual Coulombic interaction (treating them distinguishable particles) and dipolar interaction. Both of them are usually quite weak. Usually exchange interaction is much stronger compared to the dipolar interaction. Dipolar interaction can never explain spontaneous magnetization.



First of all they are much



smaller in magnitude and can not explain extremely strong spontaneous magnetizations at moderate temperatures. Moreover dipolar interactions have opposite sign. They would like to keep the moments anti parallel to lower the energy of the system. There could be many types of exchange interactions as well :-



ˆ Direct Exchange Interaction:- When paramagnetic ion/atom cores are next to each other on the lattice sites and if they are not suciently tightly bound so that their electron clouds do overlap then they can have direct exchange.



All localized dipole



moment would tend to align parallel (had the temperature been absolute zero).



ˆ Superexchange Interaction:- Sometimes one component of an alloy might be having intrinsic magnetic dipole moment whereas other component might be non magnetic. Even when the wavefunctions of two magnetic ions do not overlap, such crystal can have appreciable spontaneous magnetization.



Two magnetic ions interacts with the



mediation of non magnetic ion. In such cases when paramagnetic ion/atom electron
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clouds don't overlap and there is another non paramagnetic atom/ion sitting in between we call such interactions as superexchange interaction.



ˆ Indirect Exchange Interaction:-



In metallic and semiconducting surroundings an-



other king of exchange interaction can dominate. In the sea of conduction electrons two paramagnetic ions/atoms can interact with each other by the



mediation of free elec-



trons. This type of exchange interaction is called indirect exchange interaction. One of the main mechanisms for indirect exchange interactions in DMS is RKKY mechanism.



ˆ Itinerant Exchange:-



For those electrons that are not well localized and are shared



by the entire crystal, such electrons can have exchange interaction among themselves. Such electron-electron interactions are called itinerant exchange interaction.



8.6 Itinerant Spontaneous Magnetism One can also have spontaneous magnetism due to exchange interaction among free electrons as well. Such a process is rather dicult to explain theoretically but it is a possibility can easily be shown within Hartree-Fock approximation.



9 Curie Law of Spontaneous Magnetization A correct theory of spontaneous magnetization at all temperatures and magnetic eld is extremely dicult although computer simulations have been developed to predict quite accurate results. A rather simple theory known as Curie-Weiss Law or Mean-Field-Theory was developed long back. Its numerically fairly inaccurate but it does give some insight into the physics of spontaneous magnetization. Little below



TC



(or Neel's temperature



TN



for antiferromagnetically ordered) magnetiza-



tion is known to reduce with power law as temperature is increased Exactly near the



Tc



TC



M (TC − T )α



with



α0.3.



no good model is available. Magnetization should not be exactly zero at



Tc M 1/(T − TC )β



rather it should depend on the external magnetic eld and temperature. Little above



magnetization again reduces with the power law as temperature is increased with



β1.3.



Its interesting to note that whereas for paramagnetic materials slope is exactly



linear, for spontaneous magnetization above



TC



is something of the order of



1.3.



Still its



common to say that material becomes ferromagnetic above Curie temperature.
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10 Types of Spontaneously Magnetically Ordered Solids Exchange interaction can give rise to dierent type of  magnetic



orders among the local-



ized magnetic dipole moments at crystal sites. Accordingly the resultant macroscopic eects spontaneous magnetization can be of dierent types:-



ˆ Ferromagnetism



:- If the crystal symmetry is such that the localized dipole mo-



ment alignment at dierent lattice sites results in a net macroscopic magnetization at



T = 0K



even in the absence of an external magnetic eld then such a solid is



referred to as ferromagnetically ordered and resultant magnetization is referred to as ferromagnetism. For example, in the simplest of cases, if the exchange interaction is same for all the lattice site lowering of energy would prefer the parallel alignment of



T = 0K resulting in a net macrobelow). F e, Co, N i, M nAs etc are



all all the localized atomic/ionic dipole moments at scopic magnetization (eects of domains discussed



a few examples of ferromagnetically ordered crystals. First three have Curie temperatures much higher than the room temperature whereas temperature. Saturation magnetization at



ˆ Antiferromagnetism



0K



M nAs



is barely above room



is usually of the orders of



2000G.



:- A more common situation is when the crystal symmetry is



such that the localized dipole moment alignment at dierent lattice sites results in no net macroscopic magnetization at



T = 0K



in the absence of an external magnetic eld



then such a solid is referred to as antiferromagnetically ordered and resultant magnetization (at higher temperatures) is referred to as anti ferromagnetism. For example, in simplest of cases, if the crystal symmetry is such that the exchange interaction is same for all the lattice site within a sub-lattice and of same magnitude but of opposite sign for the rest of the sub-lattice then at scopic magnetization.



T = 0K



there would not be any macro-



Its important to note that at microscopic level one can still



observe oscillating localized magnetization but not necessarily with the periodicity of the underlying crystal.



M nO, F eO, CoO, N iO



are few well known examples of anti-



ferromagnetically ordered solids. With the exception of



N iO



Curie temperatures are



not very high.



ˆ Ferrimagnetism :- Strictly, ferrimagnetism is only a special case of ferromagnetism.



If



the mare symmetry consideration predicts a antiferromagnetic ordered but the crystal turns out to have net resultant macroscopic magnetization due to the dierent magnitude of exchange interactions on dierent lattice sites we referred to such a solid as
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11: Domains



ferromagnetically ordered and the resultant magnetization as ferrimagnetism.



F e3 O4



is one of the most famous examples of ferrimagneticaly ordered solids. Curie temperature is usually quite higher than the room temperature and saturation magnetization at



0K



can be of the orders of



500G.



11 Domains Spontaneous magnetization creates an enormously large magnetic elds in the surrounding. Hence a large magnetic energy would be stored. Hence, to minimize the energy a large bulk of the material would get divided into what is called domains. Within a small domain al the dipole moments would be aligned but the individual domains would be oriented in such a way so as to reduce the energy of the system to least. Obviously there would be lot of energy withing the domain walls since magnetic dipole exchange interaction would tend to line them up. The size of domain would depend upon these two competitive processes.



12 Magnetization Curves/Properties ˆ



Diamagnetism (example water) is usually temperature independent. So for moderate elds,



B/µ0



45 degrees.



vs



H



curve would simply be a straight line with a slope of little less than



M



vs



H



curve would have a small negative slope. Relative permeability



would be little less than unity and the susceptibility would be negative.



ˆ



Al) is temperature dependent and follows a tanh(B/T ) called Curie law. So for small magnetic elds B/µ0 vs H curve would have a little bigger than 45 degrees slope. The slope would increase with decreasing temperature. As H



Paramagnetism (example



increases (this is usually too high a value even for very low temperatures) we would start getting saturation. Note that after saturation of



µ0



and slope of



M



vs



H



curve would be zero.



B



vs



H



curve would have a slope



Saturation would reach faster for



smaller temperatures though saturation value would be same. Saturation value would be bigger for materials with bigger hyperbolic curve.



J.



B vs T we the H . (This



If we plot



The peak would depend on



never reaches high enough to cause dipolar interaction.



would get a decreasing all assuming that eld



Secondly, we are assuming



that there is no exchange interaction.)



ˆ



Ferromagnetism (example Fe) is also temperature dependent.
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above Currier temperature, material would simply behave as a paramagnetic material (with very huge paramagnetism near



Tc ).



Both variations with



similar to that of paramagnetic material. Below



Tc



T − Tc



and



H



would be



things start depending on history



of material. Let us assume completely demagnetized material and let us study the vs



H



curve.



M



Domains would be spontaneously magnetized but net magnetization is



assumed to be zero. As we increase



H



domain walls move reversible. The slope of the



curve would be small. As we increase further the walls move non-reversible. Slope of the curve become bigger. (If at this point if I turn the



H



eld back we won't be tracing



the exact curve backwards.) Further increase causes domains to rotate and slope again starts reducing and nally saturates. (If we hit saturation on both ways before turning the external eld around I would mostly retrace the same hysteresis curve again and again  so, thanks to statistics, net macroscopic behavior is predictable  only thing is that we need to know the entire history of material.)



Now let us pick any



at



H



(relation between the two depends on history) and start increasing the



temperature.



Within each domain the spontaneous (which is completely saturated)



any given



magnetization reduce and reaches zero at curie temperature provided nite eld, I would guess, that atT little higher than



Tc



,



M



H = 0.



For



would reach the value



given by paramagnetic-type curie law (No model works exactly at



ˆ



M



Tc ).



Antiferromagnetism (example FeO) is also temperature dependent. At zero temperature the net spontaneous magnetization is zero. As temperature increases spontaneous magnetization increases (there would be domain formations as well). Final value at (or near)



Tc



Tc



would depend on applied eld. Higher the eld higher the value. After



material would simply become paramagnetic (one should expect huge paramagnetism at moderate temperatures). If we are looking at some nite



T < Tc then I would expect



that I should get similar hysteresis curve as in the case of ferromagnetism.
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Part III



Spin Dependent Transport (Spin Injection/Detection) Driven by the thrust for faster and denser integrated circuits, semiconductor technology has experienced a continuous reduction in its working dimension, which now has reached a few tens of atomic spacing, if not less, at the most advanced structures.



Spin of carriers



become increasingly important in these small structures because the exchange interaction can become appreciable, even if the structure is made of nonmagnetic semiconductors. In order to take advantage of this trend and use the spin degree of freedom in semiconductors, one has to be able to create, sustain, control, and detect the spin polarization of carriers. Researchers have explored a number of ways with which spin polarized population can be created.



13 Optical Spin Injection/Detection Due to diculties with electronic spin injection/detection, as we would discuss below, optical spin generation/detection has been used for long times.



The fundamental physics behind



the mechanism is the set of optical band to band transition selection rules mostly governed by the conservation of angular momentum. Since using strained QWs we can split apart the two denite angular momentum valance bands we can force all the holes to thermalize with one particular total angular momentum. Now if we shine/observe the circular polarization we can create or detect the spin polarization in the conduction bands. This technique has been used for long time and is still very easy to use tool.



That is



why most of the proof pf principle experiments were done initially with optical spin generation/detection. Nevertheless development of all electronic spin device is very important for their widespread acceptance.



14 Spin Injection Across Metal Semiconductor Junction The most straightforward way to create spin polarization electrically is by spin-injection, that is, by injection of spin-polarized carriers. To do this with ferromagnetic metal/semiconductor
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14: Spin Injection Across Metal Semiconductor Junction



junctions has not been easy. Schmidt et al. had provided a simple analysis which gives us very good understanding of this phenomenon. It clearly explains why spin injection across ferromagnet/semiconductor interface only give about 1% injection. Theory is based on the assumption that spin-scattering occurs on a much slower timescale than other electron scattering events. Under this assumption, two electrochemical potentials



µu



and



µd ,



which need not be equal, can be dened for both spin directions at any point



in the device. If the current ow is one-dimensional in the x-direction, the electrochemical potentials are connected to the current via the conductivity the spin-ip time constant



τsf



σ , the diusion constant D, and



by Ohms law and the diusion equation.



Without loss of



generality, we assume a perfect interface without spin scattering or interface resistance, in a way that the electrochemical potentials and the current densities are continuous. Starting from these equations, straightforward algebra leads to a splitting of the electrochemical potentials at the boundary of the two materials, which is proportional to the total current density at the interface. The dierence between the electrochemical potentials decays exponentially inside the materials, approaching zero dierence at for the decay of is the spin-ip length



p λ = Dτsf



±∞.



A typical length scale



of the material. In a semiconductor, the



spin-ip length can exceed its ferromagnetic counterpart by several orders of magnitude. In the limit of innite spin-ip length , this leads to a splitting of the electrochemical potentials at the interface which stays constant throughout the semiconductor. If the semiconductor extends to



∞



this implies a linear and parallel slope of the electrochemical potentials for



spin-up and spin-down in the semiconductor, forbidding injection of a spin polarized current if the conductivities for both spin channels in the 2DEG are equal. At the same time, we see that the ferromagnetic contact inuences the electron system of the semiconductor over a length scale of the order of the spin-ip length in the semiconductor.



A second ferro-



magnetic contact applied at a distance smaller than the spin-ip length may thus lead to a considerably dierent behavior depending on its spin-polarization. Let us apply this simple theory to a one dimensional system in which a ferromagnet extending from



−∞



to



0



is in



contact with a semiconductor, which again is in contact to a second ferromagnet extending



∞. The x dependent spin-polarization of the current density at position x is ju −jd . We set the bulk spin-polarization in the ferromagnets far from the dened as α(x) = ju +jd interface at ±∞ to be equal to β . Accordingly, for bulk ferromagnets, we can write the confrom



x0



to



ductivities for the spin-up and spin-down channels in the ferromagnets can now be written as



σu = σ(1 + β)/2



and



σd = σ(1 − β)/2



where



σ



is the net bulk conductivity. (We assume



that the physical properties of both ferromagnets are equal, but allow their magnetization
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14: Spin Injection Across Metal Semiconductor Junction



to be either parallel or anti-parallel). To separate the spin-polarization eects from the normal current ow, we now write the electrochemical potentials in the ferromagnets for both spin directions as



µd = µ0 + µ2 , µ0



µu = µ0 + µ1



and



being the electrochemical potential without spin eects. For long relaxation



time constant one can approximately write



µu,d =µ0 + γu,d x.



While the conductivities of both



spin-channels in the ferromagnet are dierent, they have to be equal in the two dimensional electron gas.



This is because in the 2DEG, the density of states at the Fermi level is



constant, and in the diusive regime the conductivity is proportional to the density of states at the Fermi energy. Each spin channel will thus exhibit half the total conductivity of the semiconductor. Assuming negligible spin ip in semiconductor one can easily prove that the split in the quasi Fermi levels in two ferromagnets need to be identical. Symmetric splitting of the electrochemical potentials at the interfaces leads to a dierent slope and a crossing of the electrochemical potentials at



x0 /2.



We thus obtain a dierent voltage drop for the two



spin directions over the semiconductor, which leads to a spin-polarization of the current. In the anti-parallel case where the minority spins on the left couple to the majority spins on the right the splitting is symmetric and the current is unpolarized. For parallel magnetization the nite spin polarization of the current density in the semiconductor can be calculated explicitly by using the continuity of currents at the interfaces under the boundary condition of charge conservation and may be expressed as



α = β(



For a typical ferromagnet,



α



2 λf m σsc )( λf m σsc ) 2 σ f m x0 2 + 1) − β x0 σf m



is dominated by



λf m σsc The maximum obtainable value for σf m x0



α x0 =



β . However, this maximum can only be obtained in certain limiting cases, i.e., 0,σsc /σf m = ∞ , or λf m = ∞, which are far away from a real-life situation. Apparently, even for β = 80%, λf m must be larger than 100 nm or x0 well below 10 nm in order to obtain is



signicant ~i.e., .1%) current polarization.



By calculating the electrochemical potential



throughout the device we may also obtain Rpar and Ranti which we dene as the total resistance in the parallel or anti-parallel conguration,respectively. We have thus shown, that, in the diusive transport regime, for typical ferromagnets only a current with small spin-polarization can be injected into a semiconductor 2DEG with long spin-ip length even if the conductivities of semiconductor and ferromagnet are equal.



This situation is dramatically exacerbated when ferromagnetic metals are used; in



this case the spin-polarization in the semiconductor is negligible. Evidently, for ecient spin
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15: Spin Injection Using Tunnel Junctions



injection one needs a contact where the spin-polarization is almost 100%. One example of such a contact has already been demonstrated: the giant Zeeman-splitting in a semimagnetic semiconductor can be utilized to force all current-carrying electrons to align their spin to the lower Zeeman level. Other promising routes are ferromagnetic semiconductors or the so called Heusler compounds or other half-metallic ferromagnets. Experiments in the ballistic transport regime may circumvent part of the problem outlined above. However, a splitting of the electrochemical potentials in the ferromagnets, necessary to obtain spin injection, will again only be possible if the resistance of the ferromagnet is of comparable magnitude to the contact resistance. Similar arguments apply when a Schottky barrier is used as a contact. In that case, the resistance of the semiconductor will be increased by the resistance of the space charge region. However, spin-dependent eects do not occur, as the I/V-characteristic of the Schottky barrier does not depend on the density of states in the metal.



15 Spin Injection Using Tunnel Junctions As I explained in the last section , as distinct from spin injection from a ferromagnetic metal into a paramagnetic metal  very ecient and well documented experimentally  spin injection from a similar source into a semiconductor remains a challenging task. After numerous eorts unfortunately, spin polarization measured was only about 1%. Schmidt et al. revealed that the basic obstacle for spin injection from a FM metal emitter into a semiconductor originates from the conductivity mismatch between these materials. Their result explains, in a natural way, the striking dierence between emission from a FM metal into a paramagnetic metal and a semiconductor. At rst glance, the problem seems insurmountable. However, Rashba has shown that insertion of a tunnel contact at a FM-semiconductor interface can remedy it. Most of the current spin devices are based on tunnel junction.



16 Spin Injection from DMS As we saw above the problem of injection originates from the conductivity mismatch. One can think of two solutions. One was proposed by Rashba to use tunnel junctions and other is to use ferromagnetic semiconduction source with almost similar conductivity. Problems with injection from metallic contacts promoted the idea to use a semi-magnetic semiconductor as a spin aligner, and high degree of spin polarization has been achieved in this way. However, FM metal sources remain an indispensable tool for room temperature devices until recently
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when the discovery of room temperature (TC



> 300K )



ferromagnetic semiconductors were



announced.



Part IV



Dilute Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS) The mass, charge, and spin of electrons in the solid state lay the foundation of the information technology we use today. Integrated circuits and high-frequency devices made of semiconductors, used for information processing and communications, have had great success using the charge of electrons in semiconductors. Mass storage of information  indispensable for information technology  is carried out by magnetic recording (hard disks, magnetic tapes, magneto-optical disks) using spin of electrons in ferromagnetic materials. It is then quite natural to ask if both the charge and spin of electrons can be used to further enhance the performance of devices.



We may then be able to use the capability of mass storage and



processing of information at the same time. Alternatively, we may be able to inject spinpolarized current into semiconductors to control the spin state of carriers, which may allow us to carry out qbit (quantum bit) operations required for quantum computing. However, there are good reasons why this has not yet been realized.



The semiconductors used for



devices and integrated circuits, such as silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs), do not contain magnetic ions and are nonmagnetic, and their magnetic Lande-g factors are generally rather small. In order for there to be a useful dierence in energy between the two possible electron spin orientations, the magnetic elds that would have to be applied are too high for everyday use. Moreover, the crystal structures of magnetic materials are usually quite dierent from that of the semiconductors used in electronics, which makes both materials incompatible with each other.



ˆ Natural Ferromagnetic Semiconductors:-



There do exist a few but rare semicon-



ducting ferromagnets gifted to us by mother Nature.



The search of such material



started by a cardinal law of Nature (or may be due to law of large numbers) that anything that is theoretically not impossible should exist, if found extensively! Ferromagnetism and semiconducting properties coexist in magnetic semiconductors, such as europium chalcogenides and semiconducting spinels that have a periodic array of magnetic elements.



In these magnetic semiconductors, which were extensively stud-
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ied in the late 1960s to early 1970s, exchange interactions between the electrons in the semiconducting band and the localized electrons at the magnetic ions lead to a number of peculiar and interesting properties, such as a red shift of band gap when ferromagnetism sets in. Unfortunately, the crystal structure of such magnetic semiconductors is quite dierent from that of Si and GaAs; in addition, the crystal growth of these compounds is notoriously dicult. To obtain even a small, single crystal requires weeks of preparation and growth.



ˆ II-IV Ferromagnetic DMS:-



The usefulness of semiconductors resides in the abil-



ity to dope them with impurities to change their properties, usually to p- or n-type. This approach can be followed to introduce magnetic elements into nonmagnetic semiconductors to make them magnetic. This category of semiconductors, called diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs), are alloys of nonmagnetic semiconductor and magnetic elements. Study of DMSs and their hetero-structures have centered mostly on II-VI semiconductors, such as CdTe and ZnSe, in which the valence of the cations matches that of the common magnetic ions such as Mn. Although this phenomenon makes these DMSs relatively easy to prepare in bulk form as well as in thin epitaxial layers, II-VI based DMSs have been dicult to dope to create p- and n-type, which made the material less attractive for applications. Moreover, the magnetic interaction in II-VI DMSs is dominated by the antiferromagnetic exchange among the Mn spins, which results in the paramagnetic, antiferromagnetic, or spin-glass behavior of the material. It was not possible until very recently to make a II-VI DMS ferromagnetic at low temperature in modulation doped QW structures exploiting RKKY mechanism (Haury, Phys Rev Lett, July 1997).



ˆ III-V Ferromagnetic DMS:-An approach compatible with the semiconductors used in present-day electronics is to make nonmagnetic III-V semiconductors magnetic, and even ferromagnetic, by introducing a high concentration of magnetic ions. The III-V semiconductors such as GaAs are already in use in a wide variety of electronic equipment in the form of electronic and optoelectronic devices, including cellular phones (microwave transistors), compact disks (semiconductor lasers), and in many other applications. Therefore, the introduction of magnetic III-V semiconductors opens up the possibility of using a variety of magnetic phenomena not present in conventional nonmagnetic III-V semiconductors in the optical and electrical devices already established.



The major obstacle in making III-V semiconductors magnetic has been the
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17: Origin of Ferromagnetism in III-V DMS



low solubility of magnetic elements (such as Mn) in the compounds. Because the magnetic eects are roughly proportional to the concentration of the magnetic ions, one would not expect a major change in properties with limited solubility of magnetic impurities, of the order of



1018 cm−3



or less.



A breakthrough was made by using



molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), a thin-lm growth technique in vacuum that allows one to work far from equilibrium. When a high concentration of magnetic elements is introduced in excess of the solubility limit, formation of the second phase occurs if conditions are near equilibrium.



However, when the crystal is



grown at low temperature by MBE, there is not enough thermal energy available to form the second phase, and yet there still exists a local potential landscape that allows epitaxial growth of a single-crystal alloy. The eort to grow new III-V based DMSs by low-temperature MBE was rewarded with successful epitaxial growth of uniform (In,Mn)As lms on GaAs substrates in 1989, where partial ferromagnetic order was found, and ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)As in 1996.



17 Origin of Ferromagnetism in III-V DMS ˆ



In the absence of holes, the magnetic interaction among Mn has been shown to be antiferromagnetic in n-type (In,Mn)As and in fully carrier compensated (Ga,Mn)As. These results show that the ferromagnetic interaction is hole induced. Currie temperature,



TC ,



can be calculated from the exchange constant, and the hole concentration



can be determined from the magneto-transport measurements. The calculated found to be in good agreement with the experimentally determined



TC



TC



is



(Ohno) jus-



tifying RKKY to be the most likely reason for ferromagnetism.



The understanding



of the ferromagnetism of (Ga,Mn)As is not adequate, however.



There are issues re-



maining to be studied such as to what extent the pure RKKY interaction is applicable to the present material system: It was pointed out, for example, that the behavior of the critical scattering may be qualitatively dierent when the spin-spin interaction is of long range (present case) as opposed to the short range interaction (magnetic semiconductors).
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18: Molecular Beam Epitaxial Growth (example - GaMnAs)



18 Molecular Beam Epitaxial Growth (example - GaMnAs) ˆ



(Ga,Mn)As lms are grown on semi-insulating (001) GaAs substrates in an MBE chamber equipped with solid sources of elemental Ga, Mn, Al and As. Reection high-energy electron diraction (RHEED) patterns are used to monitor the surface reconstruction during growth, which is always carried out under As-stabilized conditions (excess of As). Either a GaAs buer layer or an (Al,Ga)As buer layer is grown before growth of (Ga,Mn)As. And then substrate temperature was lowered for (Ga,Mn)As growth. No change in the beam uxes from the high-temperature growth of GaAs is made for this low-temperature GaAs growth. The (Ga,Mn)As growth is started by simply commencing the Mn beam during the low-temperature GaAs growth and keeping substrate constant.



Typical growth rates of 0.6 mm/hour, with Mn concentration x in



(Ga1xMnx)As lms up to 0.07 have been reported. Although the properties of grown (Ga,Mn)As do depend on growth parameters such as As overpressure and substrate temperature, as long as the established growth procedure is followed, the properties of (Ga,Mn)As lms are reported to be reproducible.



ˆ



Lattice Constant of (Ga,Mn)As:- The lattice constants a of the (Ga,Mn)As layers can be determined by x-ray diraction (XRD) as a function of x. a increases linearly with x following Vegards law. The extrapolated lattice constants for zincblende MnAs (0.598 nm) are found to be in good agreement with the MnAs lattice constant extrapolated from the (In,Mn)As side (0.601 nm).



The agreement suggests that all of the Mn



atoms were incorporated in the zincblende alloy.



The (Ga,Mn)As layers are under



biaxial compressive strain, which makes the in-plane lattice constant smaller than the perpendicular one.



ˆ



Magnetic Properties of (Ga,Mn)As:- Magnetization measurements with a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) magnetometer have been used to show the presence of ferromagnetic order in the (Ga,Mn)As lms at low temperatures. Sharp, square hysteresis loops, indicating a well-ordered ferromagnetic structure, appears in the magnetization (M) versus magnetic eld (B) curves when B was applied in the plane of the lm. This sharp hysteresis was followed by a paramagnetic increase that appeared to follow a tanh function as B was further increased.



When the magnetic



eld is applied perpendicular to the sample surface, an elongated magnetization with
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19: DMS with Currie Temperatures Greater than 300K



little hysteresis is obtained, indicating that the easy-axis for magnetization is not perpendicular to the plane, but in the plane.



19 DMS with Currie Temperatures Greater than 300K ˆ



Initially grown DMS had Currie temperatures of orders of 100K. Although the discovery made it possible to do proof-of-principle experiments to show various spintronic devices are really possible, their real world application needed them to preserve magnetism at least up to room temperature. Recent ability to grow DMS with Currie temperatures greater then room temperature has put the spintronic research on practical track.



Part V



Band Structure, Rashba Eect and Zero B Spin Splitting 20 Terminology - Inherited from Atomic Physics Note that all in this paragraph is just terminology. One might simply use notations and get away with all this.



uhh,0



etc as the



But it is fairly common in literature and does give



some insight about the degeneracy etc. All this is atomic physics and is usually not even approximately true in crystals except at



k = 0.



At



k = 0



one can probably nd some



similarities. I am just using the notations and none of the atomic physics.



n, l , m l ,



are principal, azimuthal (orbital angular momentum) and magnetic quantum



l(l + 1)~2 are the eigen values of L2 operator and ml ~ are the eigen values of Lz operator. n = 1, 2, 3, .... ; l = 0, 1, 2, ....(n − 1); ml = −l, ......., l . Similar quantum numbers (s and ms ) and (j , mj ) can be dened for spin angular momentum and total angular momentum as well. Note that z component of angular momentum adds up. For example if the z component of orbital angular momentum is ~ and z component of spin angular momentum is ~/2 then the z component of total angular momentum would be 3~/2. But magnitudes of angular momentum do not add up. j can take any value for l + s to |l − s| and corresponding values of mj can be calculated. number respectively.
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20: Terminology - Inherited from Atomic Physics



ˆ



|l, ml > states are the spherical harmonics whereas px , pz and py or not. For l = 1 the three spherical harmonics are sin(θ) exp(−iφ), cos(θ) and sin(θ) exp(iφ) respectively. Now if we want to have a dumbbell shaped px orbital we need to make the linear combinations of |1, −1 > and |1, +1 >. Hence we conclude that px , pz and py are not the eigen states of z component of angular momentum (although all three |l, ml >and hence all there linear combinations have same total angular momentum). We can make linear combinations of these px , py and pz to obtain |l, m >. Usually we start from real function px , py and pz orbitals because there symmetries are easy to visualize physically. And then make linear combinations to obtain |l, ml >. √ √ −(|Px + iPy >)/ 2, (|Px − iPy >)/ 2 and |Pz > are the expressions for three |l, ml >. Note that , using |l, ml >as basis for calculation is still not recommended. We need to make one more change. Since the basis states are the states of denite total z First important point to note is that



component of angular momentum whereas these states represents the states of denite z component of only orbital angular momentum.



ˆ



Now there might be many dierent ways in which we can add up particular value of



mj .



The



|j, mj >



ml



and



ms



to give one



would be linear combination of all of these. The



coecients are called Clebch Gordon coecient and can either be calculated through ladders of annihilation-creation operators or can simply be read from the standard



px , pz and py orbitals l = 1 and ml = −1, ml = 0, and ml = 1 respectively. (But note that |l, ml > are not exactly same as px , py and pz orbitals. See above.) So if I have one electron in any of these three l = 1 states then total angular momentum j can be anything from 3/2 or 1/2. For j = 3/2, mj can take any value from -3/2 to +3/2 in jumps of one . For j = 1/2, mj can be anything from 1/2, or -1/2. So in general there are total of six possible states which are equivalent to px , py and pz orbitals with up and down spins. Now there can be multiple ways of obtaining these values. For example |1/2, 1/2 > can be obtained by putting spin down electron in py orbital or by putting a spin up electron in pz orbital. Actual eigen state would be a linear combination of these two. Similarly |1/2, −1/2 > is also linear combination of p √ 2/3). For two possibilities. (Gordon coecient for both of these cases are 1/ 3 and |3/2, 3/2 > and |3/2, −3/2 > we don't need any linear combinations. For other two we can again have linear combinations. Finally the states of denite total z angular tables. For example, for



momentum are :-



√ |3/2, −3/2 >= |1, −1, ↓>= (|Px − iPy , ↓>)/ 2 Mukul Agrawal
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21: Energy Band Calculations



p √ √ √ |3/2, −1/2 >= (|1, −1, ↑> + 2|1, 0, ↓>)/ 3 = (|Px − iPy , ↑>)/ 6 + 2/3|Pz , ↓> p √ √ √ |3/2, 1/2 >= (|1, 1, ↓> + 2|1, 0, ↑>)/ 3 = −(|Px + iPy , ↓>)/ 6 + 2/3|Pz , ↑> √ |3/2, 3/2 >= |1, 1, ↑>= −(|Px + iPy , ↑>)/ 2 |1/2, −1/2 >= |1, 0, ↓>= |Pz , ↓> |1/2, 1/2 >= |1, 0, ↑>= |Pz , ↑>



21 Energy Band Calculations 21.1 Nearly Free Electron Model ˆ



Assuming exceedingly small potential (which might be quite true for metals in which valance electrons are completely shielded by the tightly bound inner core) one can obtain the bands as



ˆ



E(k) =



~2 (k 2m



+ G).(k + G).



The introduction of the small perturbation would aect the bands only near those



k



where degenerate energy states are possible. This is the direct consequence of rst order degenerate perturbation theory. Degeneracy is possible only at zone boundaries and that too when structure factors do not cancel out the Bragg peak. (This is exactly same as the Bragg's conditions of diraction. The reason for this equivalence is that even for diraction to occur we assume elastic scattering and hence we assume that diraction peaks would be seen only at those directions where the incident and diracted plane waves have same energy.)



ˆ



The split would be



ˆ



Nearly free electron model always predicts zero group velocity at the zone edges and



2|UG |.



Where



UG



is the Fourier component of crystal potential.



zone centers.



21.2 Tight Binding Model Bloch state is one way of writing eigen energy states in a periodic potential. There is one more alternative way in which states can be written (it would, obviously, still satisfy the Bloch's theorem). We can write functions.



CR



are the



N



ψn,k =



P



R



CR φn (r − R).



Where,



φn (r)



are called Wannier



expansion coecients which are simply complex numbers and are
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21.2



Tight Binding Model



not functions of space co-ordinates (N being the number of energy states in one energy band). Note that for all Bloch states in one band we need just one Wannier function shifted and placed at various sites.



Wannier function (same functions placed at claiming that



N



N



The apparent contradiction is resolved if one notes that



N



sites) are orthogonal. Hence we are actually



orthogonal states can be represented as a linear sum of



N



other states. It



can be shown that for Wannier expansion to be consistent with the Bloch Theorem (periodic translational symmetry) the coecients have to be equal to



exp(ik.R).



The requirement



that eigen energy state needs to be a Bloch state xes up the expansion coecient up to a complex phase factor.



And for



N



dierent values for this phase factor.



ψn,k =



P



R



N



dierent energy state in a single band, we have



So, to sum it up, one can write any Bloch state as



φn (r − R) exp(ik.R).



An easy way of visualizing the above expansion is as follows. Think of 2 nite quantum wells with very high large (innite) distance in between. We know that this system would have a doubly degenerate lowest energy state with wavefunctions which look likes a blurred out half sinusoidal sine placed at any one of the 2 quantum wells (there would be innite number of higher doubly degenerate states as well, some of them may be close in energy.). Another way of expressing the same two states is to write rst energy state as an even function and consists of two blurred out half sines and the second state as an odd function which looks like a complete blurred out sine.



Note that we can add and subtract these



to get back the old states. Or we can add and subtract the old states to get back the new states (since states were energy degenerate, we are allowed to make linear superpositions). As long as barrier between them is innitely thick both representations are exactly identical. But what happens when barrier thickness becomes nite ? Its much more easier to visualize it in second picture. We can guess that both the even and odd function would simply become a little more blurred with the value in between the barrier becoming a little higher. That's it. If the perturbation is extremely small then the energy of perturbed states would be extremely close to the old values but still the form of the wavefunctions are completely dierent from well localized representation. Now since the energy states are no more degenerate we don't really have multiple representations. First picture does not really give any good intuition. One might want to claim that a small reduction in potential can not change the form of the wavefunction altogether. But that's not true. All you can say is that once you put an electron in one of the quantum wells, electron would leak out as the time passes by. The lifetime of the state would be extremely high if the barrier between them is really huge (or if the distance is huge). But still the wave functions of true energy eigen states are
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21.2



Tight Binding Model



very dierent from the conned energy eigen states (that's why nding energy eigen values is much more easier than nding energy eigen vectors). In the rst picture, what one can do is to form a linear superposition of unperturbed energy wavefunctions and then nd the expansion coecients by making the linear combination satisfy the perturbed Hamiltonian eigen equation. (If the perturbation is really small then, the second quantum well contribution would die o by the time we reach the rst quantum well. So we can say that as long as only rst quantum well is concerned the wavefunction is almost same. Although it has half the probability. If your entire universe is simply rst quantum well then you can normalize it to be within one quantum well only.) If the perturbation is small one should expect the expansion coecients to be



√ √ (1/ 2, 1/ 2)



and



√ √ (1/ 2, −1/ 2).



Similarly we can



nd the higher perturbed energy states. Some of which might be close in energy. How about if the perturbation increases further ? We can assume the previous result as the unperturbed result and use the perturbation theory again.



Now one can not get away by just making



linear superposition of just one unperturbed states from each quantum well. All the close by states in energy needs to be taken care of. Many states would start mingling together. Still, one can represent the nal wavefunction as a



√ √ (1/ 2, 1/ 2)



and



√ √ (1/ 2, −1/ 2)



superposition some sort of functions which are centered on each quantum well.



linear



Each of



these wavefunctions themselves would be derived from a few isolated nite quantum well states. What if we have three quantum wells ? The linear expansion would approximately be of



√ 1/ 3(exp(i2π/3), exp(i4π/3), exp(i6π/3)) with a cyclic permutation. For N quantum wells these factors become exact because of Bloch Theorem.



large number



This form gives us the benet of visualizing the correlation between the atomic orbitals and energy eigen wavefunctions. To understand this let us rst assume that there is absolutely zero interaction between the dierent atomic sites and the complete crystal Hamiltonian is simply the displaced sum of atomic Hamiltonians. In that case we can be assured that the crystal energy eigen states would be exactly same as the atomic energy eigen states. If we bring



N



primitive unit cells to form a crystal then we would have



N



completely de-



generate energy eigen states, all of which would be exactly identical to one atomic orbital (displaced at



N



dierent primitive unit cells) giving us one band of energy states. Wait a



minute though. Such localized energy eigen states do not look like the extended Bloch states ? Note that all of these states have the same energy. So any linear combination of these would also has the same energy. So we can make



N



linear combination of these localized



energy eigen states to get another representation of the



N



degenerate energy eigen states.



This linear expansion would simply be the Wannier expansion with Wannier function being
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21.2



Tight Binding Model



identied as the atomic orbital. Note that the energy band would simply be a at horizontal line.



Each separate atomic orbital like



s, p, d



etc would separately give a completely



horizontal band of energies. Now what if the crystal Hamiltonian do dier a little bit from the atomic Hamiltonian ? As one might guess, perturbation theory would give us a nice way out. Let us rst solve the separate unperturbed atomic Hamiltonian problem completely. The Wannier superposition of these gives us the wavefunctions with energy values being exactly same as the atomic energies and the bands being completely at and horizontal.



Now as we switch on the



perturbation, we can try making the linear superposition of those Wannier wavefunctions (at a xed



k ).



k ) and try to make them satisfy the perturbed Hamiltonian eigen equation (at xed



We would nd that only those Wannier expansions mingles for which the horizontal at



bands were close (at that



k



 doesn't really matter because they are anyway at). Another



way of saying the same thing is that we are taking Wannier functions to be the superposition of the atomic orbitals which were close in energy. So to sum it up, atomic orbitals which are close in energy mingle up to give a set of new localized functions  recognized as Wannier functions  and the Wannier expansion of them gives us the extended Bloch states. Note that at



k=0



the Wannier expansion would simply be the sum of Wannier functions and if



they don't overlap too much then we would expect that the zone center unit cell function would be very close to one Wannier function. So here is the nal sum up.



We can expand these functions



φn,k (r),



called Wannier



functions, as linear combination of atomic orbitals, each linear combination giving just one state in one band. And we would get as many bands as the atomic orbitals we mixed. As we bring atoms from innity to form a crystal, atomic orbitals start overlapping a little bit. Using the tight binding theory one can show that only those atomic orbitals which are close in energies mixes to give Wannier functions (provided the atomic orbitals are concentrated around atomic sites within small distances as compared to the inter-atomic distances in crystal).



This is the basic theory behind hybridization.



Hence one can guess about the



symmetries of zone center unit cell functions in real space provided we can make judicious guess about what are the atomic orbitals which are near by in energy. The symmetries of atomic orbitals are fairly well known.



ˆ



For example, if so happens that all the atomic orbitals are far apart and we are dealing with a single orbital - the



s



orbital, we can guess that the zone center unit cell



function should look like over lapped



s orbitals.



And if the overlap is really small then



zone center unit cell function would have perfect spherical symmetry.
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21.3



k.p



Model for Energy Band Calculations (mostly used for Zinc-Blend and Diamond



Lattices)



would look like a



cos(kx a/2) cos(ky a/2)



function for cubic crystals. This can always



be approximated by a parabolic function near extrema and for cubic crystal the bands can be approximated to be spherical. If this s-band happens to go near the p=band for any



k



then that tells us that we need to do the calculations again by including the



p-orbitals even though p-orbitals were far in energy in isolated atoms. And now the zone center unit cell function would look like an overlapped



ˆ



Most generally, at



k=0



sp3



orbital.



energy would be less than the energy of an isolated atomic



orbital and at zone boundary it would be more than that. The split would depend on the overlap.



Lower bands are tighter bands.



and hence have smaller group velocity.



Tighter bands have less energy spread



Note that all crystals and all bands have



moving electrons spread all over the crystals. Some of them might have extremely small velocity and hence extremely small tunneling time and hence extremely long lifetime. So for all practical purposes one can assume that the atomic neighborhood is the entire universe for a low lying band. So that wavefunction would be exactly same as an isolated atomic orbital.



ˆ



Note that only for those BZ boundaries which have mirror symmetries we have zero group velocity. This is most generic result. Whereas nearly free electron model predicts zero group velocity for all zone boundaries.



ˆ



If we go for



sp3



hybridization then dierent linear combination of



Wannier function needed for each



ˆ



k



sp3



states gives the



and each of 4 bands generated by the calculations.



Just as a side remark, one should be cautious of tight binding model when extremely narrow partially lled bands are derived since in these bands independent particle approximation can not be made.



That is probably why conductivity drops all of a



sudden when we expand the crystal of a conductor (Mott



21.3



Limit).



k.p Model for Energy Band Calculations (mostly used for Zinc-



Blend and Diamond Lattices)



For the time being, let us say, we want to calculate the bands in a bulk semiconductor. We start with time independent Schrodinger equation. But from the periodicity of the crystal we already know that the eigen energy states has to be the Bloch states. So let us substitute the



Ψn,k = un,k exp(ikr) into the Schrodinger equation in order to obtain a equivalent dierential Mukul Agrawal
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k.p



21.3



Model for Energy Band Calculations (mostly used for Zinc-Blend and Diamond



Lattices)



equation in



unk .



Next we convert this continuous space variable dierential equation into



a discrete matrix equation by expanding the periodic functions



un,0



un,k



into complete set of periodic



(they are orthogonal, they are innite in count; one can theoretically prove



that they form a complete set for expanding any periodic function of period



R).



The general



form of the matrix is as follows:



E1,0 +



~2 k 2 + m~0 k.p1,1 2m0 ~ k.p2,1 m0 ~ k.p3,1 m0



E2,0 +



...... ...... Where



pn,m



..... .....



is the momentum matrix element (



k.pn,m terms is a vector dot product. all over.



~ k.p1,2 m0 ~2 k 2 + m~0 k.p2,2 2m0 ~ k.p3,2 m0



E3,0 +



~ k.p1,3 m0 ~ k.p2,3 m0 2 ~ k2 + m~0 k.p3,3 2m0



..... ..... un,0 | − i~∇|um,0 >).



..... ..... ..... ..... .....



..... ..... ..... ...... .....



First of all note that



k.pn,m terms, which are linear in k , are spread Rest of the terms, which are either constant or quadratic in k , are only along the diNote that



agonal (also note that, for Zinc Blend and Diamond Crystals, symmetries of the basis states usually included are such that



pn,n = 0).



One can either try to solve this matrix rigorously



(obviously in nite basis approximation) or one can use the time independent perturbation theory to obtain solution to any given order of accuracy (still nite basis is must. So, we can safely claim that perturbation theory involves more approximations then nite basis approximation). Under the perturbation theory the unperturbed Hamiltonian



Ho



is the diagonal



matrix containing the unperturbed eigen energies. 'Perturbation' is sum of a diagonal matrix containing the square term and a matrix containing the linear terms. As one moves away



k=0 = un,0 .



En,k = En,0 and P k.pm,n ~ k.pn,n and un,k = un,0 + m ( m0 (En −Em ) )um,0 . Till un,k Till rst order En,k = En,0 + m0 P ~ ~ ~2 k 2 2 the second order En,k = En,0 + k.p + + n,n m ( m0 k.pm,n ) /(En,0 − Em,0 ). One usually m0 2m0 from



the 'perturbation' increases. Till the zeroth order energies are



do not need to calculate the wavefunction till second order. Strength of the



k.p



theory is



based on the fact that at the band edges the unit cell functions are very symmetric and hence lot of terms



En,0 − Ej,0



k.pi,j



are zero. Also only those bands mix considerably whose energies



are close.



Lets try our formulation for a case where bands do not mix. What this statement strictly



un,k = un,0 . Hence band prole would simply be En,k = ~ ~2 k 2 k.pn,n + 2m0 . This tells us that if unit cell functions are not the functions of k then m0



means is that we are claiming that



En,0 +



we should simply expect a free electron like band.
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There is an important point that I skipped above.



I pointed out that spin orbit cou-



pling is important for calculations of valance band structures. But we didn't include that in the Schrodinger equation above.



If we do include the spin orbit term in the Hamilto-



nian, the matrix above would contain two more terms added to all the matrix elements -



((∇V xp).σ)n,m + ((∇V xk).σ)n,m . V is the atomic potential and σ is the Pauli spin matrices 1 0 0 −i 1 0 - σx = [ ], σ y = [ ] and σz = [ ]. Note that p operator when operated 0 1 i 0 0 −1 over unit cell functions would give us orbital momentum numbers multiplied by the unit cell functions. These momentum numbers are usually much much higher than



~k



- which is the



ensemble average momentum of the wave packet in the crystal. Hence second term, which is called



k -dependent



spin orbit term is usually very small. Hence we only get a constant



energy term spread out all over the matrix (denitely based on



(p.σ)m, n



being nonzero).



For all the models to come, other than the Kane model, people usually keep the constant energy shift in one of the



En,0



which is called spin-spit o band. Spin terms is not added to



any other elements of the matrix. But for accounting the



k -dependent



spin splitting in the



conduction band we would include the second term as well.



21.3.1



Kane Model



Kane Model solves the



k.p



matrix using nite basis method (and not the perturbation ap-



proach) by including just the



4x2



most signicant bands. It includes the spin-orbit term.



(Above matrix with the spin terms is Kane matrix) It uses the above mentioned symmetries for



un,k=0 (r)



and uses the



can be evaluated easily.



|j, mj >as



When the obtained results are compared with the experimental



results we realize that these



ˆ



the basis states as notations. All the matrix elements



4



bands are not sucient. Following are the main results :-



We obtain four doubly degenerate bands. But remember its not simply spin degeneracy. Only the two degenerate conduction bands have dierent spins. Rest all the three doubly degenerate valance bands have mixed spins. What I mean is that none of the two bandsand



split − of f



lh1and lh2



have denite spins. Similar is the situation with the



hh



bands. This it seems is expected. Because states of denite angular



momenta are also going to be the states of denite energies; and states of denite angular momenta going to be



ˆ



|j, mj >which does not have denite spin (check,why ?).



It gives wrong heavy hole mass. Its just equal to the free electron mass and also band is curved up.
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ˆ



It predicts the relationship between portional to



Eg



whereas



e



Eg



and eective masses.



lh



eective mass is pro-



eective mass is nearly proportional to



split-o energy is much more than



Eg .



Eg



provided the



(Relations themselves are not very important,



I guess.)



21.3.2



Luttinger-Kohn, Luttinger and Brodio-Sham Models



LK model uses only



3x2



valance bands directly. It includes the eect of conduction band



(one can easily incorporate the eects of more than one extra band also) through Lowdin



|j, mj >basis. The result of applying Lowdin's reP ~ k.pj,j 0 we now have terms γ ( m~0 k.pj,γ )( m~0 k.pγ,j 0 )/(E0 − normalization is very simple. Instead of having m0 Eγ,0 ) spread all over the matrix. Note that j is the row index and j 0 is the column index whereas γ is the index of the band being considered separately. Note this term can be written P P ~2 2(kα )(kβ )(pαj,γ )(pβγ,j0 ) . Remember that apart from this in Cartesian coordinates as αβ γ ( 2m0 ) m0 (E0 −Eγ,0 ) β P P ~2 2pα j,γ pγ,j 0 ~2 k 2 ~2 ( we also had Ej,0 + along the diagonals. Hence ) αβ γ 2m0 m0 (E0 −Eγ,0 ) + 2m0 δαβ δj,j 0 2m0 is the coecient of kα kβ . These are all the k -dependent terms. We call this coecient αβ Dj,j 0 . Hence any generic term of the Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian can be written as Hj,j 0 = αβ Dj,j 0 kαβ + Ej,0 δj,j 0 . αβ For Zinc Blend and Diamond crystals these Dj,j 0 coecients can easily be evaluated re-normalization.



It uses the same



using the symmetry properties of S and P orbitals. Each of these terms are then rewritten as



~2 γkα kβ , where 2m0



γ



are called Luttinger parameters. In fact we need just three of these.



The nal matrix equation involves three Luttinger parameters -



γ1, γ2,



and



γ3.



In theory



they are just some matrix elements between various bands but in practice they are treated as adjusting parameters in order to obtain the band proles observed experimentally.



Luttinger model further reduces the size of matrix by considering just a sub-part of



lh



LK matrix approximating all other elements to be zero.It just gives information about and



hh



bands. The upper 4x4 part of the full LK matrix is very symmetrical also.



P +Q S R −S + P − Q 0 + R 0 P −Q 0 R+ S+ P 2



2



0 R S +Q



~ ~ P = 2m γ1 (kx2 + ky2 + kz2 ), Q = 2m γ2 (kx2 + ky2 − 2kz2 ), R = 0 0 √ ~2 i2 3γ3 kx ky ] and S = 2m 2γ3 (kx − iky )kz . 0



Where



~2 [(− 2m0
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Brodio Sham further block diagonalized the 4x4 Luttinger Hamiltonian.



P +Q R + R P −Q Where



R = R + iS .



So now it becomes very simple to get the eigen values.



Only point



to remember is that now eigen vectors are not simple zone center unit cell functions. They would be some linear combination of those. Following are the main results LK model:-



ˆ



In general it predicts non parabolic bands. But we notice that in practice



γ2 ≈ γ3 = E(k) =



γ3 +γ2 (which is called axial approximation) this gives us parabolic bands. 2 ~2 (±2γ2 − γ1 )|k|2 . 2mo



ˆ



Hence the eective masses are



21.3.3



mo /(γ1 + 2γ2 )



and



mo /(γ1 − 2γ2 ).



Pikus Bir Model (Strained Material)



Following is the terminology used



ˆ



If we compress material in X or Y direction, material would expand in Z direction. The



net fractional change in the dimension along each direction is called the biaxial



strain and are denoted by εxx , εyy and εzz . Two subscripts are used because there can be shear strain also (which is not length change rather area change, we do not study those here). Usually because of the Poisson ratios practically observed



ˆ



εxx = −εzz .



Alternatively we can explain the same deformation in terms of a hydrostatic compression and an uniaxial expansion.



εvol



is dened as the fractional change in volume under



a hydrostatic (same in all three direction) pressure. Hence for our present case



εvol = εxx



and



εvol = εxx + εyy + εzz .



So



εax = −2εxx .



This model linearly includes the strain energy terms into the LK matrix. The model says



αβ αβ Dj,j 0 kα kβ we add another term Ej,j 0 εαβ . Or equivalently, corresponding to each P ,Q,R and S we would have another added term called Pe ,Qe ,Re and Se . For our b simple case of biaxial strain these four comes out to be Pe = −av exx , Qe = −4 v exx ,Re = 0 2 and Se = 0. (There is also a coecient ac . ac exx gives the change in conduction band that wherever we got



due to hydrostatic component.



There is no change in conduction band due to uniaxial



component.)Following are the main results of Pikus Bir Model:
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ˆ



Valance bands move both because of hydrostatic component and uniaxial component. Whereas conduction band moves only because of hydrostatic component. Movements are proportional to the strains and coecients are called



ˆ



Tension along XY direction causes cross movements of tion. So the So



lh



lh



lh



ac , av and



and



hh



bv .



bands along Z direc-



bands moves up. While in XY direction there is no cross movements.



band remains lowered. So basically a valance band electron which is light in Z-



direction (remember Z-direction masses are same as that in Bulk case) becomes heavy along XY direction and vice versa.



ˆ



The net valance band split is same in both directions.



split = −2bv εax = −4bv εxx



and



∆Eg = ((Ec − Ev1 ) + (Ec − Ev2 ))/2 = (ac − av )εvol . ˆ E(k)



E(k) prole mlh = −mo /(γ1 −



proles are same along Z as in the case of bulk material. Whereas



changes along XY direction. Along XY



mhh = −mo /(γ1 + γ2)



and



γ2). 21.3.4



Chuang Model (For Quantum Well Structures)



In the 2 band bulk theory what we nally got was the fact that a state with denite energy



Ekx ,ky ,kz had a wavefunction glh ulh,0 exp(ikx x + iky y + ikz z) + ghh uhh,0 exp(ikx x + iky y + ikz z). One can easily nd the coecients glh and ghh by requiring that the linear combination should satisfy the Schrodinger equation. Even the state glh ulh,0 exp(ikx x + iky y − ikz z) + ghh uhh,0 exp(ikx x + iky y − ikz z) would have the same energy with same coecients. Now in QWs, take an innitesimal section and pretend that essentially it is still an innite bulk semiconductor (see the eective mass theory below for rigorous proof ). Fix and choose a test energy two possible values of upon your chosen



kz



Etest



Etest .



Now if



Etest



kx



and



ky



you would have some value of



for each band. Now let us mix the four values of conditions at all



ky



and



can be the eigen energy then you can only have



from each band and hence four possible values of and



kx



kz



glh



kz .



And depending



and



ghh



separately



and see if we can satisfy the boundary



z. [(glh,LH ulh,0 + ghh,LH uhh,0 )(ALH+ exp(ikz,LH z) + ALH− exp(−ikz,LH z)) +



(glh,HH ulh,0 + ghh,HH uhh,0 )(AHH+ exp(ikz,HH z) + AHH− exp(−ikz,HH z))](exp(ikx x + iky y)) Which can be written as



FLH ulh + FHH uhh Mukul Agrawal
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Where



FLH (z) = [glh,LH (ALH+ (z) exp(ikz,LH z) + ALH− (z) exp(−ikz,LH z)) + glh,HH (AHH+ (z) exp(ikz,HH z) + AHH− (z) exp(−ikz,HH z))](exp(ikx x + iky y))



FHH (z) = [ghh,LH (ALH+ (z) exp(ikz,LH z) + ALH− (z) exp(−ikz,LH z)) + ghh,HH (AHH+ (z) exp(ikz,HH z) + AHH− (z) exp(−ikz,HH z))](exp(ikx x + iky y)) Now keep the



kx and ky



same and keep on trying dierent



Etest



until one can satisfy the



boundary conditions.



ˆ



Along in-plane directions, heavy holes become light and light holes become heavy as compared to their mass in Z-direction which is same as the isotropic bulk mass. Although bands do not move up or down.



21.3.5



Bassani Model for Zero Field Spin Splitting in Conduction Bands



Bassani repeated the 8 band Kane model - including doubly degenerate conduction, light hole, heavy hole and spin split o bands, including the



k -independent



spin orbit coupling



term. He then developed the Chuang like multi-band eective mass Hamiltonian for con-



VQW (z) to Eg terms and by replacing ~kz by ∂ −~ ∂z in the bulk Hamiltonian under slowly varying QW potential and slowly varying envelop duction bands. This rather simple by adding



function approximation. This is exactly what we discussed above. The 8x8 Hamiltonian gets block diagonalized in the chosen basis states since dierent spin states in conduction bands and dierent angular momentum States in valance bands are not coupled togather (any spin relaxation is treated as perturbation when transport is studied). coupling is predominantly



k -independent.



Not that the spin orbit



Hence we get two 4x4 Hamiltonians. If the QW



potential is asymmetric then the two Hamiltonians would not be identical and would give dierent energy eigen states and dierent energy eigen values. Since Kane model only contains up to second order terms with second order terms being free space energy perturbation (which is very small) the spin splitting would be linearly



k



dependent.



Note that in Kane model we start with basis states that have inversion symmetry. Strictly speaking this is true only up to the lowest order in



k



for any generic reciprocal direction



and strictly true for a few high symmetry directions. Hence up to low orders in
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isotropic. But asymmetry creeps in at the order of spitting is of the order of



k



3



k3.



Hence conduction band bulk spin



.



It is theoretically proven that a very visible manifestation of this spin splitting will be the appearance of two well-dened frequencies in the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations (SdH). Shubnikov-de Haas measurement output is eectively the low temperature sheet resistivity versus magnetic-ux density. Such a curve is essentially an oscillatory curve, which stems from the spin-splitting of Landau levels. The beating pattern observable in such a curve, implies the existence of two closely spaced frequency components, which for this case might be either due to the occupation of two sub-bands with electron concentrations of n1 and n2, or the spin-splitted occupation of one sub-band (n1 and n2 in two levels). While Hall measurement accounting for the total carrier concentration cannot dierentiate between these two cases, using the SdH method can provide means for the dierentiation of these two cases. If we assume the existence of the rst case, the average of electron concentration in each level can be calculated from the measured average frequency of SdH oscillations



nSdH = 2favg e/h.



While for the case of the spin-split sub-band there will be no spin degeneracy factor of two in formula, for the electron concentration at each energy level.



The other data available



from the SdH oscillation patterns is the energy separation of spin-split Landau levels, which can be calculated from the following relationships: oscillation amplitude,



δ



Acos(πδ/~ωc )



in which, A is the SdH



is the energy separation between spin-split Landau levels and



ωc



the



oscillation frequency. Das et al. (as discussed below) by studying the beating modulation in the amplitude of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations of InxGa1-xAs/In0.52Al0.48As, demonstrate a spin splitting of 1.5-2.5meV for the electrons of the 2DEG as B0. In this study they enjoyed the narrow-band and high mobility characteristics of InxGa1-xAs, which facilitates SdH measurements at low magnetic elds of about 0.15T. Besides, in such a material, higher Indium mole fraction provide the strain-induced extension of conduction band discontinuity, which increases the sheet carrier concentration with occupation of only one sub-band that eectively improves the clarity of SdH patterns.
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Spin Based Device Concepts Digital systems are mainly combined of two system components: data storage, and data processing. For over a century scientists and engineers used the movement of charge construct the digital world. Now, numerous scientists think that they have seen the future in digital electronics, using spin phenomenon.



In this the report, major breakthroughs in the led



of spin electronics (or more specically: spin transistors), are reviewed.



Despite the fact



that such a technology is still in its infancy period, its great foreseen applications from the possibility of merging the memory cell and readout on a single electronic device, to magnetic sensors have attracted several research groups from all over the world.



However, as this



report itself indicates, spin-transistors have still a long way to go before getting close the real applicability. Nowadays, the processes and the materials explored for this technology are among the most exotic ones to today's streamline transistor fabrications.



Although



GMRs are being used by the industry for more than ve years, there is still a lot of room to be improved to realize better magnetic storage elements. Non-volatile MRAMs are the possible candidates to replace existing Flash RAM technologies even volatile RAMs if enough miniaturization could be achieved. Starting from the discovery of the electricity, all of the electrical devices depend on the very basic theory: the movement of charge along the conducting medium under applied voltage bias. Engineers have used this phenomenon repeatedly from vacuum tubes to nanoscale transistors. Although, the possibilities of this mechanism is far from exhausting, researchers are now trying to build devices that has the potential to revolutionize the electronics world, devices that uses the angular momentum of electrons, which may or may not be combined with the linear movements of them. In short, we can try to exploit the spin degree of freedom of electron in addition to the charge degree of freedom. Ability of the injection and detection of a spin-polarized current in a semiconducting material provides the possibility to combine the magnetic storage and electronic readout on the same device.



For spin transistor to work, long spin relaxation in the semiconductor,



gate voltage control of the spin orbit interaction, and the high spin injection coecient are required. While long spin-relaxation time in semiconductors is already theoretically established, the other two problems are still among the main concerns in the eld of spintronics. The dierence in the number of densities of states of spin-up and spin-down electrons, on the
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other hand, can be utilized to realize nanoscale spin-based data storage elements, to be used along with the spin-based transistors. In this report, I will talk about the ongoing research to build electronic devices that works on the spin of the electrons.



22 Spin-Based Memories and Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) 22.0.6



Basic GMR Physics



The large magnetic eld dependent changes in resistance possible in thin-lm ferromagnet/nonmagnetic metallic multilayers, was rst observed in France in 1988. Changes in resistance with magnetic eld of up to 70% were observed. This phenomenon is due to spin-dependent scattering. Electrons can exist in two quantum states: spin up if their spin is parallel to the magnetic eld of their surroundings and spin down if the spin is anti-parallel to the magnetic eld. In non-magnetic conductors there are equal numbers of spin up and spin down electrons in all energy bands. However, due to the ferromagnetic exchange interaction, there is a dierence between the number of spin up and spin down electrons in the conduction subbands of ferromagnetic materials. Therefore, the probability of an electron being scattered when it passes into a ferromagnetic conductor depends upon the direction of its spin and the direction of the magnetic moment of the layer. The resistance of two thin ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin non-magnetic conducting layer can be altered by changing whether the moments of the ferromagnetic layers are parallel or anti-parallel. Layers with parallel magnetic moments will have less scattering at the interfaces, longer mean free paths, and lower resistance. Layers with anti-parallel magnetic moments will have more scattering at the interfaces, shorter mean free paths, and higher resistance. In order for spin dependent scattering to be a signicant part of the total resistance, the layers must be thinner than the mean free path of electrons in the bulk material. For many ferromagnets the mean free path is tens of nanometers, so the layers themselves must each be typically less than 10 nm (100 Å). Spin-dependent scattering is a quantum mechanical phenomena in which the mean free path of electrons in magnetic conductors, and in turn their resistivity, is aected by the relative orientation of the conduction electron spins and the magnetic moment of the magnetic material. The resistivity of metals is dependent upon the mean free path of their conduction electrons. The shorter the mean free path, the higher the resistance of the metal. Conduction electrons are accelerated by an electric eld when a voltage is applied.
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The more frequently they are scattered and lose their momentum, the lower their average velocity and, therefore, the lower the current. Scattering can occur in the bulk or at surfaces. The resistivity of thin lms can be considerably larger than the bulk resistivity if the lm thickness is less than the mean free path of the conduction electrons, which is the case for GMR sensors.



22.0.7



Spin Accumulation



In the mid-thirties, Mott postulated that certain electrical transport anomalies in the behavior of metallic ferromagnets arose from the ability to consider the spin-up and spin-down conduction electrons as two independent families of charge carriers, each with its own distinct transport properties. Mott also stated that since spin ipping is suciently rare, spin-up and spin-down electrons create two relatively independent channels of charge carriers contributing very dierently to the electrical transport process. This is due to the number of densities of states of each carrier being dierent and because their dierent mobilities. This asymmetry which makes spin-up electrons behave dierently to spin-down electrons arises because the ferromagnetic exchange eld splits the spin-up and spin-down conduction bands, leaving dierent band structures evident at the Fermi surface. If the densities of electron states dier at the Fermi surface, then clearly the number of electrons participating in the conduction process is dierent for each spin channel. Moreover, due to dierent mobilities of two channels, application of an external electric or magnetic eld aects these channels dierently as sketched in gure. When an electric eld is applied to the metal, there is a shift, k, in the momentum space of the spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces.



Since the



channels have dierent mobilities, the shift is dierent for the spin-up and spin-down Fermi surfaces. It is evident that the spin-up electrons would contribute large share of the electrical conducting, and, moreover, that if a current is passed from such a spin-asymmetric material into a paramagnet, there is a spin net inux into the paramagnet of up-spins over downspins. Thus a surplus of up-spins appears in the paramagnet and with it a small associated magnetic moment per volume.



This surplus is known as a spin accumulation. Phys-



ically, this accumulation cannot increase indenitely; this is because as fast as spins are injected into the paramagnet across the ferromagnet interface, they are converted into down-spins by the slow spin-ip process, which we have ignored at the beginning of the discussion. So we now have a dynamic equilibrium between inux of up-spins and their suppression by spin ipping. This, in turn, denes a characteristic length and lifetime, very similar to those of semiconductor p-n Mukul Agrawal
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junctions. However, it is worth to note that, these constants are impurity concentration dependent, like their semiconductor counterparts. If the impurity levels are increased in the paramagnet, not only does the spin diusion length drop because of the shortened mean free path, it also drops because the impurities reduce the spin-ip time by introducing more spin-orbit scattering. The diusion length for silver, for example, changes from several microns for very pure sample to 10nm for a silver sample with 1% gold impurity.



It is also



of interest to estimate how large is the spin accumulation for typical current densities. The calculation can be done by balancing the net spin injection across the interface with the total decay rate of spins due to spin ipping in the entire volume. Using typical values for a silver sample gives a value of 10nTesla of magnetic eld generation due to spin accumulation. This is experimentally very hard to detect, especially considering the magnetic elds caused by the current, which generates the spin accumulation in the rst place. Therefore a dierent property of electron spin is employed to realize practical devices.



22.0.8



Spin Detection/A simple Two terminal Device



Since the magnetic eld generated by the spin accumulation is very hard, if not impossible, to detect practically, indirect ways are used to sense the spin orientations. A simple structure is realized by making a sandwich in which the bread is two thin lm layers of ferromagnet and the lling is a thin lm layer of paramagnetic metal, as depicted in gure. the simplest spin electronic device possible.



This is



It is a two-terminal passive device, which in



some realizations is known as a spin valve and it passes muster in the world of commerce as a Giant Magneto-resistive (GMR) hard-disk read-head. Empirically, the device functions as follows: The electrical resistance measured between the two terminals and an externally applied magnetic eld is used to switch the relative magnetic orientation of the ferromagnetic layers from parallel to anti-parallel.



Recalling that, the spin-up and spin-down electrons



are mutually exclusive with dierent density of states and moments, and spin ipping is a rare occurrence, we can expect to get a switching action, which depends on the spins on the two ferromagnets.



It is experimentally observed that, the parallel magnetic moment



conguration corresponds to a low electrical resistance and the anti-parallel state to a high resistance as shown in gure. Changes in electrical resistance of order 100% are possible in quality devices, hence the term giant magneto-resistance is used. In the limit in which the ferromagnets are half-metallic, the left hand magnetic element supplies a current consisting of spin-up electrons only, which produce a spin accumulation in the central layer. If the physical thickness of the silver layer is comparable with or smaller than the spin diusion length, this
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spin accumulation reaches across to the right hand magnetic layer, which acts as a spin lter. Moreover, it is established theoretically and experimentally that the spin of the tunneling carriers is preserved in transit. Using this fact, the middle material can be changed with an insulator, to realize a device working on the quantum-tunneling phenomenon. Now, if the magnetizations of the electrons are opposite, no current may ow across the junction since the electrons, which might tunnel have no density of nal states on the far side to receive them. However, if the electrode magnetizations are parallel, tunneling current may ow as usual. The device characteristics such as the size of the on resistance, current densities, operating voltages and total current may be tuned by playing with the device cross-section, the barrier height and the barrier width. This is just one reason why they are very promising candidates for spin-injector stages of future spin electronic devices, and basis of the next generation of tunnel MRAMs (Magnetic random access memory).



22.0.9



Memory Devices



The discovery of GMR has mostly inuenced the magnetic information storage technology. The information on a hard drive is stored on a magnetic disk in the form of small, magnetized regions arranged in concentric tracks. Conventional hard drive heads are made by an induction coil, which travels on this magnetic disk, and the data is stored/read by magnetic coupling principle and sensed by the



rate of change along the track. The signal and hence



the density of magnetized bits is thus limited by the speed of rotation of the disk. Moreover, the limit in shrinking the technology is the dimension of the read/write head, which can be quite large. Magneto-resistive sensors however, do not suer from this eect since they sense the



strength of the eld rather than the rate of the change, and they can be very



small, and can be made even smaller with better photolithographic technologies. In addition to the work on the hard disk drives, researchers are also working on realizing non-volatile random access memories, especially for low cost replacements for portable device storage, working on the same principle. They are mainly called as



MRAM, and are promising future



for the new RAM technologies. MRAM is an array of nanoscale magneto-resistors, routed by the read/write and enable lines/transistors as shown in gure. Schematic representation of an MRAM array In read mode, enable transistor of a particular cell is turned on, and the resistance is read to be converted into data.



A simple ip-op circuitry constructed with



the magneto-resistors can be used as the sense element. Daughton et al. reports 30-40mV of signal strength by using the simple ip-op cell. The magneto resistors can be made in nanoscale to increase the capacity of the memory modules.



The bottleneck in increasing
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the memory capacity however, is no longer the size of the memory element. Since the complexity of the circuits increase with every generation, the routing of the individual blocks determines the overall dimension of the system. Even though the memory cells can be made very small, the connections needed to operate those cells occupies most of the area. A possible solution, if not the only one, to this problem is to cram more bits into one storage cell. If one cell can hold multilevel logic information instead of binary information, the total number of elements needed is decreased considerably. As an example, if a GMR structure is modied to hold quadruple system data instead of binary system; the total memory capacity can be doubled with the same number of cells. A new memory cell structure, developed by Zhu et al., has multiple levels of resistance values. The schematic drawing of such a device is given in the gure. The structure is composed of four ferromagnetic regions. The two layers at the farther ends of the junction have constant magnetic eld, where as the magnetic elds of the ones in the middle can be varied with an application of an external magnetic eld. The threshold magnetic eld values for these layers however, are dierent from each other. The total resistance value of the structure (so the output voltage) will depend on the relative alignments of the elds of the magnetic medium. The lower resistance will be observed if all of the layers are aligned, where as the resistance will maximize for anti-parallel conguration. This stacked approach can be further improved to generate higher order logic cells, to cram more bits into one memory block, a block holding a byte of data is feasible with an additional middle layer (since it is related to the power of 2).



The limit is the minimum



thickness of the deposited materials that is used in the devices.



Allocation of multiple



bits on one cell will open up new area in the digital computation since it will speed up the communication provided that, it is accompanied by multi level processors, which is theoretically a possibility.



Non-volatile nature of MRAMs gives rise to low power data



storage approaches, where magnetic storage can be made purely on semiconductors. This will decrease the total system cost and power consumption, and increase the system speed, since mechanical movement needed for current magnetic storage elements will be obsolete. Although we have said that, the magnetic eld generated by the spin accumulation is very low, in the future spin accumulation can be used to create magnetic elds needed to store data on next generation hard disk drives, which will increase the total capacities indenitely.



22.0.10



Experimental Results



Practical GMR devices are made out of multiple layers of sandwiched materials, rather than one layer combination, in order to increase the magneto-resistive eect. A typical magneto-
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resistor can be made from an Fe/Cr multilayer of fty repeats of an iron layer 0.45nm thick and a chromium layer 1.2nm thick. The gure of merit of a magneto-resistor is dened as the ratio of the dierence of the high and the low resistance values over the high resistance value. Theoretical values for the change in the resistivity can be as high as 200% especially for cryogenic temperatures, but for practical applications the change is in the order of 10%, which is enough for most of the application. Improvement of GMR characteristics of multistack devices is a hot research area, since any improvement in the relative resistivity change will increase the sensitivity of the devices. Guth et al., has reported a new device with 40% resistivity change at room temperature.



23 Spin Field Eect Transistor (Spin-FET) The rst appearance of the idea of Spin-FET, dates back to Datta et al's proposal in 1990. In this proposal, taking into account similarity of electrical and optical systems, they propose that in direct analogy with an electro-optic modulator (in which voltage-variability of the polarization factors of the electro-optic material are used to control the output power), a narrow-band gap compound semiconductor eld eect transistor with polarizing ferromagnetic/ semiconductor source and drain contacts can enjoy the current modulation due to spin orbit coupling. In this device, the ferromagnetic contacts are used to preferentially inject and detect specic spin orientations. For this kind of source/drain (or polarizer/analyzer) contact, the density of states at the Fermi level for electrons of one spin greatly exceeds that of the other one; this way the contact preferentially injects and detects electrons of a single spin. The diusion and drift of spin-polarized electrons from a ferromagnet/semiconductor contact spread the spin polarization region into the semiconductor. The degree of such a polarization inside the semiconductor is primarily determined by the polarization in the ferromagnet.



23.0.11



Spin-Splitting in 2-DEG and Rasbha Eect



As discussed above in details, the nonzero splitting between spin-up and spin-down electrons in a two dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) even as magnetic eld goes to zero is key. The two competing processes are believed to be important : (i) a bulk bulk-inversion-asymmetry-induced (BIA) splitting.



k3



term related to the



Spin dependence of energy originates



from the spin orbit coupling. In the reference from of the electron, crystal electric eld is transformed into magnetic eld that causes spin-splitting in the electron energy levels. One
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can think that asymmetry arises because of the inversion asymmetry in the intrinsic crystal electric eld.



(ii) a linear



k



dependence related to the inversion asymmetry of the nano-



structure/QW/or 2-DEG (SIA - structure inversion asymmetry). This can be thought of as interface spin orbit interaction which lacks inversion symmetry in asymmetric QWs. This term is frequently called Rashba term. Rashba mechanism (SIA) is known to be dominant for narrow band materials in asymmetric QWs. Whereas bulk inversion asymmetry (BIA) is denitely the cause of zero eld spin splitting in bulk materials.



Moreover researchers



have shown that the two processes can be balanced against each other to obtain zero spin splitting even at nite magnetic eld.



The important feature is that the Rashbha term and hence eective magnetic eld can be controlled from gate electrode. The key idea of the spin-FET is that, a spin-orbit interaction in the two dimensional electron gas of narrow-gap hetero-structures causes the spin of the carriers to precess, so the spin of the injected carriers from the polarizer electrode (source) while passing through the channel can be modulated due to the gate eect. The current of the spin-FET can be controlled by changing the spin of current carriers with respect to that of analyzer electrode (drain). It is already established that, even in the absence of magnetic eld the electrons of the two -dimensional electron gas (2DEG) of narrow gap semiconductors hetero-structures, are split to spin-up and spin-down states. In small band-gap semiconductors, such an eect is predicted to be due to the Rashba term in the eective mass denition.



23.0.12



Gate Control of Rashba Splitting



The origination of the Rashba term in the eective mass from the perpendicular electric eld at the hetero-junction interface and the dominance of this factor in the 2DEG spin-splitting mechanism of the small band-gap compound semiconductors constitutes the main motivation for the spin-FET. Small band gap semiconductors enjoying both the spin controllability via the Rashba term and inherence of the eective magnetic eld, are the best choices for the spin electronics. Considering the simplied model for the Datta/Das spin-FET, the Rashba term causes the +z and -z polarized electrons of the same energy to have dierent wave vectors (k1 and



k2 ).



To dig further into the operation principals of spin-FET, considering the 2DEG



electrons of xz plane traveling in the x direction with term will be equal to



ησz kx ,



kz



of zero and nite



kx ,



the Rashba



which raises the energy of the z-polarized electrons by



ηkx ,



and



reduces that of z-polarized electrons by the same amount (η is called the spin orbit coecient). So, the dierential phase shift introduced between the spin up and down electrons
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for spin-FET with channel length of L will be equal to:



δθ = (kx1 − kx2 )L = 2m∗ ηL/~2 .



A very important factor in the operation of this device is that, whether the spin-orbit coecient is large enough to introduce a phase dierence of



π



within



a mean free path. The importance of this factors comes from the reliance of the principals of the spin-FET operation to spin up and down (+z,-z) splitting. Das et al. show that for InGaAs/InAlAs,



η



3.9 ∗ 10−12 eV m, which means that (L(θ = π) = 0.67µ). So far order of 1µm is achievable for high mobility semiconductors such



equals



as mean free path of the



as InGaAs/InAlAs at low temperatures, the spin FET mechanism is guaranteed.



Another



crucial part of the operation mechanism of the spin-FET is the controllability of the spin orbit coecient through the gate voltage. The dierential phase-shift of the spin-FET between two spin components is invariable with the energy and mode numbers for conductance through dierent sub-bands, and is controllable through the spin orbit coecient. Due to this factor unlike almost all other quantum-interference devices, this device is capable to achieve large modulations in multi-moded high temperature and high voltage operations. The spin orbit interaction coecient is proportional to the expectation value of the electric eld with the proportionality factor inversely growing with the energy gap, so this establishes the reason why the smaller the band-gap of the material the more suitable it will be for the spin-FET applications.



23.0.13



Spin Polarized Injectors/Detectors



Although spin population can be generated and detected optically a fully electronic spinelectronic device would be must for its cheap integration and wide spread use.



Despite



the demonstration of the feasibility of spin-orbit coecient with gate voltage, the other problem, which is the implementation of the polarizer/analyzer (ferromagnetic source/drain), still exists. Hammar et al., have shown that for typical device geometry at room temperature, only relatively small degrees of interface resistance changes of about 1% is observable. Although their results conrm the presence of interfacial current spin polarizations of the order of 20%, the small variability of the interface resistance to the spin is still the main obstacle for the spin FET, which essentially inhibits the main mechanism of spin-FET to make an eect in the analyzer side (drain). Schmidt et al., have also theoretically studied this problem. Bringing new hope to the Spin-FET, Rashba addressing the same problem, predicts that the tunnel contact can dramatically increase spin injection and solve the problem of the mismatch in the conductivities of the ferromagnetic metal and the semiconductor microstructure, which Schmidt et al. claim to be the main obstacle
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against spin injection. Despite the theoretical investigation concerning the insurmountable status of this problem, Rashba demonstrates that the insertion of a tunnel contact at a ferromagnet/semiconductor interface can remedy it. It is proved that inclusion of such a contact layer takes control of the spin-injection coecient and eliminates the conductivity mismatch. Therefore, the inclusion of an appropriate barrier at the contact seems to be the solution. Besides, Rashba's theory demonstrates that it is not the ballistic transport that is essential for the improvement in the spin injection, but it is the eect of tunnel contact itself which supports a considerable dierence in electrochemical potentials under the condition of slow spin relaxation. These theoretical studies are not yet experimentally proven in case of the spin-FET. Due to the existence of the experimental impediments in achieving spin injection from ferromagnetic metals into the semiconductor, some groups are exploring a dierent injection possibility, which is eectively based on the spin injection through the ferromagnetic semiconductors such as GaMnAs.



Despite the announcement of feasibility of this kind of



spin-injection, these researchers have not yet carried out experimental demonstrations for any kind of electronic device. Due to the ease of fabrication and maturity of streamline semiconductors compared to their ferromagnetic counterparts, Rashba's theoretical explanations, seems to be better solution for spintronics.



23.0.14



Experimental Results



The main concerns about the feasibility of Datta/Das spin-FET proposal are with the implementation of the polarizer/analyzer (source/drain) electrodes and the extent of controllability of



η



(spin-orbit coecient) with gate voltage. The rst implementation of such a device



appears with a seven years lag in 1997. spin-orbit interaction in an inverted



Nitta et al.



conrmed the controllability of the



In.53 Ga.47 As/In.52 Al.42 As



quantum well by applying a



gate voltage. In this structure, as proposed by Datta/Das the modulation of drain current is achievable by controlling the alignment of carriers spin with respect to the magnetization vector in the collector electrode. The hetero-structure was reported to be grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a Fe-doped semi-insulating (100) InP substrate. All InGaAs and InAlAs layers are lattice matched to the substrate. The doping density of the 7-nm-thick



In.52 Al.42 As



carrier-supply-layer located underneath the 2DEG channel was



4 ∗ 1018 cm−3 .



In.53 Ga.47 As channel layer of 20-nm thickness. The 2DEG is separated by an undoped In.52 Al.42 As 6-nm thick spacer. Nitta et al. observed The 2DEG itself is formed in an undoped



an enhancement in the Rashba term by applying negative gate voltages. This is due to the increase in the potential gradient (electric eld expectation) as a consequence of the shift of
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the Schottky layer (In.52 Al.42 As)/gate insulator pinning potential to higher potential positions. Assuming a gate length of 0.4µm the spin precession angle control from



π



to



1.5π



is



possible by changing of gate voltage from 1.5V to 1V. It is apparent that, in order to achieve maximum current modulation it is necessary to control the dierential phase shift from



2π .



π



to



Nitta et al. predict that it is possible to get larger spin-orbit modulations by improving



the gate insulation properties.



24 Spin Bipolar Transistor (Spin-Valve) Despite the heavy focus of the spintronics society on the Spin-FET proposal, a relatively dierent approach of spintronics has aimed to metal base transistor (MBT); a forgotten device of sixties. Such a device has recently been proposed and implemented as a magnetic eld sensor.



Monsma et al., inventors of this device call it as spin-valve transistor.



The



emitter and the collector of this transistor are made out of (100) silicon, while the base is a sandwich of Co/Cu layers of 1.5nm/2nm thickness. The preparation of this transistor has been made possible through using a new direct bonding method, which for the rst time is applied to MBTs. In this technique, two at optically smoothed surfaces are electrically and mechanically connected together by using spontaneous adhesion.



Ohmic contacts of



collector and emitter are formed separately on two wafers, then after careful cleaning and oxide removal, the base multilayer is RF sputtered on the collector sample, after cleaning the two surface are put on top of each other, the bonding strength achieved by spontaneous adhesion between Si/Co is measured to be 5-10kg/cm2. The energy band diagram of this MBT is provided is shown in the gure. As can be seen, the device is actively biased in the common-base conguration. It is important to note that in order to overcome the inherent diculty of MBTs, which is the low transfer ratio due to the quantum mechanical reection from the collector barrier, Monsma et al. have designed the collector Schottky barrier slightly smaller than the emitter one. As it is with any other MBT, the electrons accelerated over the emitter barrier due to the emitter bias, pass the base metal quasi-ballistically. The number of hot electrons reaching the collector side is exponentially dependent to the electron mean free path in the base metallic layer:



γE , γC , αQM , W



and



λ



(JC − Jleak )/JE = αB γE γC αQM exp(W/λ)



where



αB ,



are the base current transfer ratio, collector eciency, emitter



eciency, quantum mechanical transmission, base width and the electron mean free path (MFP) respectively.



This exponential dependency of the collector current, constitute the



main theme of this kind of sensor as in a ferromagnetic material the electron mean free
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path is dependent on the magnetic eld. So by applying a magnetic eld to the structure (eectively the base multi-layer), the base can inhibit the transport of the carriers from emitter to collector through an extensive reduction in MFP. The idea behind this kind of sensor is essentially the same as giant-magneto-resistance (GMR) property, which is being exploited in the spintronics memories (this topic is further explored in the other portion of this report). In the Monsma et al's spin valve transistor the thickness of the layers of the base giant-magneto-resistive layers are taken small so that no spin ip in the multilayer is expected. The characteristics of the variation of the collector current of this device, with the magnetic eld is demonstrated in the gure. Despite the huge variations of the collector current with the magnetic eld, this device does not demonstrate a good resolution, which is key objective for the sensor application.



25 High current gain spin-HBT The main idea of exploiting the hetero-structures in the bipolar transistors is based on the availability of electron versus hole asymmetry, in the base/emitter hetero-junctions, which help with the improvement of the current gain of these transistors.



The idea be-



hind this proposal stems from the kind of spin-asymmetry available through the ferromagnet/semiconductor junction, which might be analogously exploitable. This preliminary proposal is based on a basically identical BJT or HBT that's taking advantage of spin-polarized injection. If the carriers being injected through the base electrode (electrons in case of a pnp device), be spin-polarized by using a ferromagnetic gate electrode, inserting a spin analyzer with the opposite polarity at the base-emitter interface will help with reducing the electron injection current to the emitter.



In order to maintain the level of hole current injection



from emitter to base, the emitter and collector electrodes should be of ferromagnetic type with identical polarization as the analyzer layer. Basically the only dierence between the structure of the proposed device and any ordinary HBT, is in its ferromagnetic electrodes, and the internal analyzer layer. Having this latter requirement complicates the process to an extent. Such a process has been proven to be doable through the mechanical bonding of two samples, the rst one of which containing the emitter, while the second contains all the other layers. This technique has already been implemented for the buried metal HBTs. The simplistic device structure is shown in gure.
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Part VII



Further Resources 26 Reading ˆ



Slitcher [3] and Blundell[4] are good easy to read books on magnetic phenomena.



ˆ



Some useful mathematical background can be found in one of the articles [5] written by the author or [6] or the wikipedia pages [7].



ˆ



For a brief review of postulatory nature of quantum mechanics see another article [8] or following references [9, 10, 11]. Symmetries in physical laws and linearity of quantum mechanics are discussed in related articles [12, 13]. References [14, 15, 1] also provides good discussion about symmetries.



Review of quantum eld theory (QFT) can be



found in the reference [16] or [17, 18, 19] while an introductory treatment of quantum measurements can be found here [20] or here [21, 10].



ˆ



A good discussion on equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics can be found in references [22, 23, 24] while an introductory treatment of statistical quantum eld theory (QFT) and details of density matrix formalism can be found in the references [25, 26]. A brief discussion of irreversible or non-equilibrium thermodynamics can be found here [27, 28].



ˆ



To understand relationship between magnetism, relativity, angular momentum and spins, readers may want to check references [29, 4] on magnetics and spins.



Some



details of electron spin resonance (ESR) measurement setup can be found here [30, 3].



ˆ



Electronic aspects of device physics and



bipolar devices are discussed in [31, 32, 33,



34, 35]. Details of electronic band structure calculations are discussed in references [36, 2, 37] and semiclassical transport theory and quantum transport theory are discusssed in references [38, 39, 40, 41].



ˆ



List of all related articles from author can be found at author's homepage.
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